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Abstract

Decision-support tools can provide insights to emergency managers when the situation
exceeds their past experience. The intensity of extreme storms is increasing, which leads to more
widespread damage. This study developed an agent-based model (ABM) to allow emergency
managers to model and test the decisions made in storm restoration. The key factor for using an
ABM is that managers can assign specific crew behaviors to simulate different strategies to use
in restoration. This study covers the development of an ABM and then applies the model to a
specific case study of Hurricane Sandy in a climate-enhanced future. The case study uses 30
different scenarios of climate-enhanced Hurricane Sandy based on IPCC AR4 scenarios to
produce 90 different restoration scenarios. The ABM was utilized to study the predicted
restoration time based on resources used in restoration from 2012 and then proposed one method
to increase the number of crews. The ABM could provide insight to emergency managers on the
required number of crews to reach a goal restoration time.
Many developing countries suffer from serious environmental problems. Burning wood
can lead to the formation of photochemical smog and pose a health risk to humans by damaging
the respiratory system. It is therefore important to consider the environmental impact that water
treatment can have and to choose the best technology. For governments to determine which
water technology to target for a specific location, a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) was developed
to compare four different technology options: boiling water, ceramic water filters, BioSand
filters and chlorination (sodium hypochlorite). The LCA compared the global warming potential,
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energy use, particulate matter, water use, smog formation and land use. The LCA included
boiling water as a technology because it is widely used and the purpose of the LCA was to
compare the environmental impacts if communities were to switch from boiling water to a
possibly more sustainable technology. The environmental impacts as well as cost of each
technology were considered. Effective decision-support tools can result in more confidence in
decision-making.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
Utilities are defined as “an organization supplying the community with electricity, gas,
water, or sewerage” (Merriam-Webster's collegiate dictionary, 1999). Depending on where in
the world we live, the prevalence of those utilities varies. For example, in a developed nation
such as the United States, we have consistent access to electricity, gas, water and sewerage.
Conversely, it is common in developing nations such as rural Africa to still have limited access
to safe drinking water, never mind gas, electricity or sewerage. In either case there can be
improvements made to the distribution of those utilities. Relevant decision support tools can
improve the distribution of each utility.
Agent-based models (ABMs) and life cycle assessments (LCAs) can be designed as
decision support tools (Barbati et al., 2012; Gluch & Baumann, 2004). Each tool can compare a
range of scenarios (in ABMs) and a range of technologies (in LCAs) to help the user determine
the best option for either achieving a goal restoration time or choosing a drinking water treatment
option that will have minimal impacts on the environment. In the case of ABM, the user can test
a range of restoration strategies in order to determine the estimated time to restoration (ETR)
across the State of Connecticut. In the LCA, a range of Point of Use (POU) water treatment
technologies is compared to determine the best technology based on a range of environmental
related impact categories.
1.1 Agent Based Model
In the United States, weather causes 44% of power outages (Campbell, 2012) and the
damage costs between $25 and $70 billion dollars annually (Abraham, 2013).The restoration
process during extreme events can take a long time and be costly to both utilities and consumers.
Currently, the restoration process is led by emergency managers who rely on their past
1

experience to make decisions in the current storm and managers have limited access to computer
simulations. Chapter 2 covers the development of a computer simulation in the form of an agentbased model to estimate the time to restoration of statewide power outages after storm events.
The ABM presented in Chapter 2 allows the user to model specific crew behavior in a
virtual world that mirrors actual storm damage. The ABM can be used with known, historic
outages or by placing predicted outages at random locations. The setup process related to the
environment includes the map of the roads, the number of outages, the range of repair times to
use, and the travel speed of the crews. The crew related decisions in setup include the number of
local crews, where those crews start, the search strategy to allow crews to find their next outage,
and any mutual assistance crews that will enter the simulation. As the model runs, crews make
their own decisions based on the rules applied in the model setup with no interaction from the
user. The use of crew decisions is what sets the ABM apart from other models. The ability to
model human decisions gives emergency managers the opportunity to test different strategies.
Climate scientists predict that the intensity of storms is expected to increase, although the
overall frequency may decrease (Bender et al., 2010; Bengtsson et al., 1996; Knutson et al.,
2008). As storms become more intense, emergency managers may be challenged with restoration
problems they have not seen before. Other resources such as the Outage Prediction Model
prepare emergency managers by predicting the number of outages expected based on the weather
forecasts (Cerrai et al., 2019; Wanik et al., 2015; Wanik et al., 2018; Alpay et al., 2020). These
predictions provide an insight to how much the damage of a storm will be, and the ABM can
provide an insight to how long the restoration can take.
Beyond being a general restoration tool, the ABM can be coupled with outage predictions
to study how the restoration time can vary based on available resources. Hurricane Sandy is an
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example of an extreme storm that hit the East Coast in 2012 and caused severe damage. The
actual restoration time in Connecticut took 11 days. Wanik et al. (2018) used IPCC AR4
emissions scenarios to predict what the damage could have looked like in the year 2112 based on
climate enhanced weather. The ABM developed in Chapter 2 was updated to be used with
extreme storms and validated against Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Chapter 3 uses the ABM to test
30 different Hurricane Sandy scenarios from 2112 (Sandy2112) to determine how long the
restoration will take with the new outage counts when the number of crews is held constant.
Then, one strategy to increase crew counts was proposed to determine whether the ETR of the
increased outage scenario could be reduced closer to the historic restoration. In total, 30 different
crew increase scenarios were used (one for each Sandy2112 scenario). The additional crews were
able to reduce the predicted ETR down to the goal ETR in two of the three ABM crew search
strategies. This reduction in ETR proves that the ABM can be utilized by emergency managers to
determine the resources they would need to reach goal restoration times, even in cases where the
damage exceeds their experience.
The coupled system of outage prediction and estimated time to restoration can be
beneficial to emergency managers in the electric utility industry. This decision-support tool can
potentially aid emergency managers in justifying decisions and preparing for scenarios they have
not experienced before.
1.2 Life Cycle Assessment
Worldwide, 2.1 billion people do not have access to safe drinking water (UN, 2018). In
developing nations, water is not piped directly into the home, resulting in people walking to their
water source. The water comes directly from wells, lakes and rivers and is often not treated.
Untreated water can contain viruses, bacteria and pathogens that lead to over 485,000 deaths
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worldwide, annually (World Health Organization, 2019a). Many of these diseases, and death,
could be prevented by using adequate treatments. Point of use treatments have proven effective
in treating water prior to storing and using it in the home (Gundry et al., 2004).
Point of use technologies vary drastically in the materials and methods of production.
Three main categories are disinfection products, filtration systems and solar disinfection (T.T.F
Clasen et al., 2015). Each technology, across all categories, varies in the amount of
knowledge/input of the user, the cost of treatment, and the impact on the environment. Many
people in Limpopo Province rely on communal farming, which is highly susceptible to climatic
changes due to the little access to climatic controls (Mmbengwa, 2015). Additionally, the
formation of photochemical smog from nitrogen oxides can cause damage to the respiratory
system (Munalula & Meincken, 2009). Therefore, it is important to include environmental
factors into decisions regarding which technologies to introduce to a specific area. Life cycle
assessments allow direct comparison of technologies across different environmental impacts by
taking a “cradle to grave” approach. A previous study (Ren et al., 2013) conducted an LCA to
compare ceramic water filters to installing a centralized treatment facility. Ren found the ceramic
filter to be more suited for the study area. However, comparing ceramic water filters to other
technology options could find a different technology better suited for the location.
LCAs compare the impact of each technology on different impact categories. Global
warming potential is a common category because it compares the emissions of greenhouse gases
for each technology. Other metrics include water use, land use, energy use, particulate matter and
smog formation. Chapter 4 covers an LCA to compare four POU treatment technologies; boiling
water, ceramic water filters, BioSand filters and chlorination. The LCA is applied to the
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community of Thohoyandou, which is in the Limpopo Province of South Africa. Each
technology was chosen based on its prevalence in rural areas similar to Limpopo Province.
Beyond the environmental LCA, Chapter 4 includes a cost comparison of the four
technologies. Studies conducted in Limpopo Province found that 65.9% of households stated that
income was not sufficient to meet food purchases (Oni et al., 2010). Introducing a technology
with high startup or high maintenance costs to an area already struggling to purchase food could
result in low acceptance of that technology. Several NGOs have provided assistance to areas
such as Limpopo Province in order to make water treatment technologies available to more
households (Lantagne et al., 2001; Lantagne et al., 2011; Lantagne et al., 2008(a), Lantagne et
al., 2008(b); Luby et al., 2008). Although considering the cost of a product is outside the scope
of an environmental LCA, it is an important factor to consider for a technology to be accepted in
a specific location.
Although the decision support tools presented in Chapters 2/3 and Chapter 4 are aimed
for different development levels, both tools have the same goal: provide insight for uncertain
decisions. ABMs allow emergency managers to understand how their decisions and access to
resources could result in whether or not they will reach the goal restoration time. The LCA can
determine whether specific technologies will have long-term consequences for future
generations.
Chapter 2, Agent-Based Model to Estimate Time to Restoration of Storm-Induced Power
Outages, was published in the journal MDPI Infrastructures in 2018. The contents were
presented in a poster at AGU 2017 Fall Meeting, the Women in Data Science Central Mass
Conference in March 2019, and at International Winter School for Agent Based Modeling of
Social-Ecological Systems in January 2020. Chapter 3, Estimated Time to Restoration of
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Hurricane Sandy in a Future Climate, has been submitted to MDPI Sustainability in June 2020.
Chapter 4, Comparative Life Cycle Assessment of Four Commonly used Point of Use Water
Treatment Technologies, is under final revision and will be submitted to the Journal of Water
and Health.
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Abstract
Extreme weather can cause severe damage and widespread power outages across utility
service areas. The restoration process can be long and costly and emergency managers may have
limited computational resources to optimize the restoration process. This study takes an agentbased modeling (ABM) approach to optimize the utility storm recovery process in Connecticut.
The ABM is able to replicate past storm recoveries and can test future case scenarios. We found
that parameters such as the number of outages, repair time range and the number of utility crews
working can substantially impact the estimated time to restoration (ETR). Other parameters such
as crew starting locations and travel speeds had comparatively minor impacts on the ETR. The
ABM can be used to train new emergency managers as well as test strategies for storm
restoration optimization.
Introduction
Electric utility consumers rely on consistent access to electricity for daily activities.
Extreme weather can cause power outages lasting for long durations and cost US consumers $20
to $55 billion a year (R.J. Campbell, 2012). In the United States, utilities are required to report
events that cause power loss to at least 50,000 customers to the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation. In 2017 there were 147 total outage events and 77 of those were caused
by extreme weather. These 77 weather-related events affected about 19 million utility customers
(Office of Cybersecurity, Energy Security & Emergency Response, 2015). With occurrences of
extreme weather increasing, there is a potential for increases in extended power outages. For
example, climate change is likely to increase the intensity and frequency of hurricanes along the
eastern seaboard and the frequency of extreme rainfall events (Pachauri et al., 2014). Climate
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change is highly likely to increase risks from heat stress, storms and extreme precipitation, inland
and coastal flooding, sea level rise and storm surge (Pachauri et al., 2014).
A system restoration solution must be feasible, provide as much service to customers as
possible, be implemented as quickly as possible and not cause further damage to the system
(Curcˇic´ et al., 1995). Utility companies tend to have their own approach to prioritizing the
restoration of their customers but currently there are few resources or analytical tools available to
aid in the decision-making process. Utilities rely on past experience from emergency managers
in crew allocation decisions. For example, utilities have limited crews available and therefore
there is a limit on the number of outages they can repair per day. When the number of outages is
high enough that restoration will take many days, utilities may turn to mutual assistance groups
to decrease the time to restoration. The mutual assistance program allows utilities to allocate
unused crews to areas that were more severely affected by a storm. However, some storms are
large and widespread and mutual assistance crews must travel large distances to provide the
necessary support, costing utilities a significant amount of money and delays in restoration.
Several models have been developed to study storm restoration. The Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) created a model to test the organizational system of
utility crews by considering the boundaries of service territories and districts and then
considering crew assignments within those districts (Zapata et al., 2008). The IEEE model was
mostly used to determine the optimal territory configuration and the crew assignments within
those territories and was not used for recovery methods, leaving utility companies to continue to
base their strategies off past experiences rather than specific models. Nateghi et al. (2011)
developed several regression models to estimate the outage duration for individual outages. This
model includes parameters specific to the power system, along with weather and geological
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parameters and were applied to outages in Hurricane Ivan. They determined which variables
contributed negatively or positively to the outage duration time and noted that the number of
available crews is a very important factor in determining the length of the outage but was not
incorporated in the model (Nateghi et al., 2011). Another model developed by Wanik et al.
(2018) incorporated the number of crews working and customer variables (the peak customers
affected). Data was used from Storm Irene, a 2011 October Nor’easter and Hurricane Sandy to
develop an outage repair rate based off the known number of outages fixed and the number of
crews working to develop an ETR model (Wanik et al., 2018). Liu et al. (1988) proposed an
expert system approach. This approach was justified because they argued that the restoration
process involves logical reasoning. The expert system approach determines an optimal order of
outage repairs for general system restoration or to minimize power losses. This approach is based
on the utility system itself and not the social system of the crews. System restoration is difficult
to solve using mathematical programming because of its combinatorial nature. Ingram (2016)
modified an existing optimization model used by Atlantic Electric to determine the best location
to stage crews. Ingram states that the model can also be used to justify restoration decisions to
state regulators. The use of a model can be a consistent tool in cases where past experience of
decision-making personnel is limited due to infrequent events.
An alternate approach can be to describe electric utility grids as complex systems.
Electric distribution systems have a large number of elements, which makes modeling these
systems very intricate (Curcˇic´ et al., 1995). More specifically, power outage repairs have many
factors that need to be considered when estimating system restoration. These include the number
of outages, the location of outages, storm length and repair times, which can all determine
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whether it is beneficial for a utility company to call in mutual assistance. There is quite a bit of
complexity when assessing storm repair times.
Other factors that need to be considered includes how the crews are dispatched, which
was not included in prior research articles. Crews can be dispatched from centralized Area Work
Centers or dispersed randomly throughout the state. There are a number of basic questions that
should be asked to optimize storm recovery; such as (a) will repairing outages from most to least
customers affected without regards to travel distance be more beneficial?; (b) would it be better
for a crew to go to the nearest outage regardless of how many customers are affected?; (c) should
a crew seek outages with the most customers affected within a given radius of the nearest
outage?
Agent based modeling (ABM) is a modeling technique comprised of a set of agents that
are given defined rules and allowed to operate in a given environment (Railsback & Grimm,
2011). They have been used to study evacuation routes after tsunamis (Mas et al., 2012), model
crowdsourcing systems (Zou, Gil & Tharayil, 2014), risk-based flood incident management
(Dawson, Peppe & Wang, 2011), coupled human and natural systems (An, 2012) and to develop
an electric power and communication synchronizing simulator (Hopkinson et al., 2006). ABMs
can be used to model complex systems, such as human-environment interactions. The model is
allowed to run on its own and is studied for emergent behavior that may not be expected prior to
utilizing the model. ABMs provide a platform to implement an environment with its features, to
forecast and explore future scenarios, experiment with possible alternative decisions, set
different values for decision variables and analyze the effects of these changes (Axelrod, 1997).
Agents change the environment around them by following the simple rules they are assigned.
Agents must interact with their environment, be independent, have social ability, be reactive and
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be proactive (Woolridge & Jennings, 1995). The goal of the project is to develop a working
ABM to simulate power outage restoration that could be used to determine the optimal repair
strategy. Unlike previous work, the ABM could be used to better estimate a time to complete
restoration. The model could be used as a decision-making mechanism or as a training tool for
new emergency managers. The ABM incorporates real decisions for users to make, as well as
accurately simulating the crew’s response to those decisions and is validated with five historic
storms.
2. Methods
2.1 Model Setup
In this paper, the ABM contains five different agent classes: utility crews, roads, power
outages, area work centers and utility lines. The characteristics for each of these classes were
drawn from existing datasets. The road dataset for Connecticut was obtained from the University
of Connecticut Map and Geographic Information Center (US Census, 2010). The points from the
data file were uploaded into NetLogo software (Railsback & Grimm, 2011) and connected via
links to make connected roadways for the crews to follow. The utility line dataset was obtained
from Eversource and imported into the model similarly to the road system using links. The area
work centers (AWC) are centralized locations around the state of Connecticut from where
distribution equipment is stockpiled and crews are dispatched. These three agent sets are
consistent in all model runs. The power outages were integrated into the model in one of two
ways. For past storms, the power outage locations are known and are loaded into the model. If
the user is interested in a what-if scenario, the power outages can be randomized and the model
places them anywhere along the road system within the state of Connecticut.
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To optimize model performance, the outages were geolocated to the nearest roadway. This
allows the utility crew agents to move along the road network to the outage. The utility crews
were treated as independent agents and have rules assigned to them. Each crew operated
independently but they may survey nearby crews in order to make decisions about where to go
next. It is important to note that the model does not take power system dynamics and switching
into account as outages are treated as individual events that can be repaired by a single crew.
When the model begins, the roads and power lines are loaded first, followed by the outages and
then the AWCs. All of these except the outages were the same for every model run. The number
of outages and locations can vary and were determined by the user prior to model setup. In the
ABM one “tick” is equal to the time interval set by the user. The range can be varied from 5 to
15 min, depending on how granular the output should be. All runs for this study were completed
with a 15-min interval. The travel speed for all roads in Connecticut were set equal as
determined by the user and could be varied for each model run from 25 to 50 mph. For each time
step, a crew moves the distance equal to the travel speed times the time interval, unless the crew
was on break or at their assigned outages.
In this application, the ABM uses a distributed approach because the agents are equipped
with self-organizing rules to reach the end goal of system restoration (An, 2012). The agents in
the ABM are independent because they act without direct control of a human or other device.
They are social because they communicate the outage they chose and their location with other
agents. They are reactive to their environment because they repair damaged outages and ignore
repaired outages. Lastly, the agents are proactive because the overall goal is to repair the outages
according to the assigned rules.
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The user has multiple options for the rules assigned to the crews. First, the crews can
start at AWCs or they can be randomly placed across the State of Connecticut. The number of
available crews can be set by the user, as well as any mutual assistance crews and the time until
their arrival from out of state. During storms with restoration times over 24 h, crews will be
required to take breaks. The ABM utilizes a percentage approach. During an eight hour shift a
user defined percentage of crews will be working. This allows the user to set an overall number
of crews but change the percent working during different eight hour shifts to simulate crews
working and on their breaks. This approach allows the user to differentiate between day, evening
and night hours. It also provides a way to allow some crews to keep working while others have
stopped, instead of all crews working and on break during the same time period. Using past
storm data, the total number of crews for a storm was calculated by adding the number of
working crews and crews on break. Then a percentage of the total crews on break was calculated
from this total. One storm may take several days and the average percentage for each of these
time periods was calculated. For simulated storms, the average break period of eight hours from
the validation storms was used to determine the overall percentage of crews working or on break
during each time period.
2.2 Model Run
Once the ABM has gone through the setup process, the model follows an ordered
procedure for each tick. First, all of the crews determine the next outage they will go to if they
do not already have an outage assigned to them. The options are either the (i) nearest outage, (ii)
the outage with the most customers affected, (iii) finding the nearest outage then setting a radius
around it and within that radius choosing the outage with the most customers affected, (iv)
outage with the fastest repair time, (v) finding the nearest outage then setting a radius around it
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and within that radius choosing the outage with the fastest repair time, or (vi) outage with the
fastest repair time and most customers affected. The third option (which will be simplified as
“nearest within radius”) simulates when crews can travel a little further in order to have a greater
impact on the number of customers still without power. Once the crew determines its next
outage, it changes the outage it found from “not taken” to “taken.” In the case where there are
more crews than outages, crews may call off another crew if the crew without an assigned
outage is closer to the unrepaired outage. After a crew determines the outage it will travel to,
Dijkstra’s routing algorithm is used to determine the shortest distance for the crew to travel
along the road network to their assigned outage. The algorithm factors in the number and length
of links to determine the optimal path. Dijkstra’s algorithm will determine the optimal path by
finding the combination of the least amount of links to travel and the overall shortest path
(Torrieri, 1992). Dijkstra’s algorithm has been used to model travelers taking public
transportation and driving a vehicle (Raney et al., 2002). However, Dijkstra’s algorithm does not
take power flow into consideration to prevent crews from working too close. Over a series of
ticks, the crew will travel at a user defined speed until it reaches its outage. During the travel
time, the outage will remain as “taken” and “unrepaired.” The crew will stay at the outage and
“work” for the user defined repair time assigned to the outage during the setup. Once the crew
finishes the repair, it will update the outage to “repaired” and check if the crew is next to take a
break. If so, the crew’s break time will start and they will remain on break at their current
location for the next eight hours or the equivalent of one shift. Once the break is over, the crew
will select a new outage as long as there are still “unrepaired” outages. If all of the outages are
set as “taken” but do not yet have a crew there working, a crew can call off another crew if they
are closer. This simulates the end of a storm with utility companies trying to finish the remaining
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outages as quickly as possible. The model stops once no more crews are working and all of the
outages have been repaired. Figure 2-1 illustrates the decisions made by the model.
As shown in Figure 2-1, mutual assistance crews may be arriving throughout the storm.
At each tick, the model does a check to see if any mutual assistance crews will be arriving. If so,
the model will sprout new crews. Just like the initial crews, the mutual assistance crews will
either start at AWCs or randomly across the state depending on the user chosen parameters.
Once initiated, the mutual assistance crews operate identical to the original crews. Mutual
assistance crews keep track of their travel time, their work time and their travel time back to
where they started from. The model assumes mutual assistance crews begin traveling as the
model starts running. Therefore, mutual assistance crews can keep track of how long they
traveled, the amount of time they worked and include their travel time back home. If the crew
will be assisting a different utility after completing their work in Connecticut, the travel time
back to their home state will not be included. The total time the mutual assistance crew was
traveling and working for the utility is used to calculate the cost of their aid.
The cost of each crew is added together and the total cost of mutual assistance is
displayed to the user at the completion of the model run. The hourly rate of the mutual assistance
crews can be varied by the user.
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Figure 2-1. Flowchart of model decision making.
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2.3 Model Validation
Model validation was completed utilizing past storm data and tested using different
combinations of parameters. These data included outage locations, number of customers affected
and number of crews working. Since the nature of storm damage is different for each storm,
outage repair times were varied uniformly between lower and upper limits to optimize the fit
compared to past storm restoration curves. Moreover, the crew starting locations (area work
center or random) and search strategy (nearest, most customers affected, most customers
affected within a radius of the nearest outage, fastest repair time, fastest repair time within a
radius and fastest repair time with most customers affected) were also varied to optimize the
validation. Model fits were assessed using R2, mean absolute error (MAE) and standard
deviation.
3. Results and Discussion
The first step in model validation was to compare modeled versus the actual restoration
curves obtained from the utility company. With multiple input parameters for the model, the first
task was running the model for all combinations of search strategies. The number of crews
working for each storm was known from information obtained from the utility company, along
with outage locations and number of customers affected at each outage, as shown in Table 2-1.
The data obtained for the number of crews varied over time. Crews are moved to different areas
throughout a storm, which results in fluctuations of the total number of crews on duty. In the
model, the percent of crews working during a given day, evening or night shift corresponds to
data from the actual storm. A summary of the total number of crews and the percentage working
during day, evening and night hours is shown in Table 2-1. Travel speeds were set to 25 miles
per hour and the repair time range was set as indicated in Table 2-1 with a uniform distribution.
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Storm repair curves from five different storms are shown in Figure 2-2. Outage repair time
ranges were optimized for each storm and are shown in Tables 2-1 and 2-2. While all repair
curves showed similar large-scale behavior, there were significant differences between
combinations of search strategies and starting location. However, neither the starting location
nor the search strategy showed consistent trends (Figure 2-2).
Table 2-1. Storms used for model validation. The repair time range column is validated from the model
and can be seen in Figure 2-4. The system recovery column is from historic storm data.

Time to System
Recovery (h)

17

51

50

22

20

–

Repair Time Range
(h)

1–7

1–13

1–9

1–13

1–11

1–10

% Crews Working
Night

100

72

31

29

100

66

% Crews Working
Evening

100

93

100

100

100

99

% Crews Working
Day

100

64

100

88

73

85

Total Crews

201

365

212

392

190

272

Peak Customers

20,377

54,431

11,207

88,341

15,840

38,186

Outages

657

1399

495

2056

661

1220

Weather

Snow,
Wind

Snow,
Wind

Wind

Wind

Wind

–

Month

April

February

February January February –

Storm Number

1

2

3

22

4

5

Average

Table 2-2 includes the R2 value, mean absolute error (MAE) and standard deviation for
the top three strategies of each storm shown in Figure 2-2. Table S2-1 includes all strategies of
each storm. Storm 1 was best fit with crews starting at area work centers and searching for the
outage with the fastest repair time and the most customers affected. Storms 2 and 3 were best fit
with crews starting at area work centers and searching for the outage with the fastest repair time.
Both Storms 4 and 5 were best fit with crews searching for the fastest repair time within a radius
of the nearest outage but Storm 4 favored crews starting at area work centers while Storm 5
favored random crew starting locations. Optimized fits had R2 values ranging from 0.91 to 0.99,
indicating adequate fits for all scenarios.
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Figure 2-2. Variation of model parameters for validation storms. Crew start location and search strategy
are indicated. Travel speed set to 25 mph, the total number of crews and percent working during each
shift shown in Table 2-1., repair time range for each storm shown in Table 2-2. Number of outages and
total customers affected for each storm shown in Table 2-1. MC is most customers affected, NWR is
nearest with radius, FRT is fastest repair time, FRTR is fastest repair time within radius and FRTMC is
fastest repair time with most customers affected.
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Table 2-2. R2, MAE and standard deviation of the top 3 combinations of modeled restoration curves for
each storm from Figure 2-2.

Search
Strategy

Repair
Time
Range (h)

MAE
Standard
(Customers
Deviation
Per Hour)

Storm

Crew
Start

Storm 1

AWC

Fastest Repair
Time and
Maximum
Customers

1 to 7

0.97

908.9

6347.44

Storm 1

AWC

Fastest Repair
Time

1 to 7

0.97

962.35

6544.29

Storm 1

Random

Fastest Repair
Time within
Radius

1 to 7

0.96

1150.88

6900.30

Storm 2

AWC

Fastest Repair
Time

1 to 13

0.97

3704.87

17,397.89

Storm 2

Random

Fastest Repair
Time and Most
Customers

1 to 13

0.93

4264.41

18,501.83

Storm 2

Random

Fastest Repair
Time within
Radius

1 to 13

0.91

5321.12

18,313.75

Storm 3

AWC

Fastest Repair
Time

1 to 9

0.97

662.23

3941.78

Storm 3

AWC

Fastest Repair
Time within
Radius

1 to 9

0.95

735.78

4040.33

Storm 3

AWC

Most Outages

1 to 9

0.95

754.85

4308.54

Storm 4

AWC

Fastest Repair
Time within
Radius

1 to 13

0.99

2233.73

27,746.07
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2

R

Storm 4

AWC

Fastest Repair
Time

1 to 13

0.98

2633.03

25,023.54

Storm 4

Random

Nearest

1 to 13

0.99

2970.47

27,930.11

Storm 5

Random

Fastest Repair
Time within
Radius

1 to 11

0.98

545.18

5231.42

Storm 5

AWC

Fastest Repair
Time

1 to 11

0.98

775.01

4440.09

Storm 5

AWC

Nearest within
Radius

1 to 11

0.95

1068.25

5896.76

An analysis of the residuals (Figure 2-3) indicates that they tend to be positive in the
beginning of storms but this is not always the case. Storms 2 and 4 were larger in size and had
negative residuals in the beginning meaning that they overestimated customers restored early in
the storm. The early storm underestimates seen in Storms 1, 3 and 5 could be due to the fact that
the model does not include priority locations such as hospitals. Utilities are aware of outages that
impact the most customers and will restore these points first. Moreover, at the end of storms,
there is typically a long tail representing outages that are difficult and time-consuming to repair
and single service outages. The residuals in Figure 2-3 have been normalized to the maximum
number of customers affected per storm. The residuals were biased because they were not
randomly positive and negative. Storms 1, 3 and 5 had the lowest residuals. Storms 2 and 4 have
larger residuals and as seen in Figure 2-3. In all cases, the residual values decrease towards zero
at the end of storm recoveries.
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Figure 2-3. Plot of the residuals normalized to the maximum number of customers affected for each
storm in Figure 2-2 for each of the crew start and search strategy combinations. FRT is fastest repair time,
FWR is fastest repair time within radius and FMC is fastest repair time and most customers affected.

Each storm is different in the damage it produces and therefore the length of time that
repairs take on average. It is difficult to know the average repair time range of a storm before the
storm occurs. As shown in Figure 2-2 and Table 2-2, each storm is fit with a different repair time
range. These ranges were determined using the data in Figure 2-4 and Table 2-3. Table 2-3
includes the top three R2 value, mean absolute error (MAE) and standard deviation for each
storm shown in Figure 2-4. R2 values were all >0.93. Table S2-2 includes all storms and all
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strategies. In these simulations, crews started at random locations and searched for the nearest
outage. In all cases, as the repair time range was increased starting at one hour, the MAE
decreases as the R2 value increases until the combination of highest R2 and lowest MAE is
reached. Storm 1 appeared to match well with a lower maximum repair time early in the
restoration but a longer repair time later on. Storms 2 and 4 best fit to a 13 h maximum repair
time and were both larger storms in this data set with 1399 and 2056 outages respectively.
Storms 1 and 5 were similar in size (657 and 661 outages) but the best fitting repair time was 7 h
for Storm 1 and 11 h for Storm 5. The repair time range that best fits each storm depends on
more than storm size alone. Storms 1, 3 and 5 had similar number of total crews working with
201, 212 and 190, respectively.
Storm 2 had 365 and Storm 4 had 392. The larger storms had more crews working, yet
still had the longer repair time range.
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Figure 2-4. Varying maximum repair time for each validation storm. Crews start at random locations and
search for nearest outage. Travel speed set to 25 mph, the total number of crews and percent working
during each shift shown in Table 2-1. Maximum repair time varied from 1 to 15 h, as indicated. Number
of outages and total customers affected for each storm shown in Table 2-1. Repair time ranges varied for
each storm. The fit was not constant throughout the storm. Lower repair time ranges fit better early in
restoration and longer repair time ranges fit better later in storm restoration.
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Table 2-3. R2, MAE and standard deviation of the top 3 combinations of modeled restoration curves from
Figure 2-4.

Storm

Min. Repair
Time (h)

Max Repair
Time (h)

R2

MAE (Customers Per
Hour)

Standard
Deviation

Storm 1

1

7

0.96

411.92

4579.69

Storm 1

1

5

0.93

416.32

3983.13

Storm 1

1

6

0.95

459.68

4421.56

Storm 2

1

11

0.94

4240.07

17,295.84

Storm 2

1

12

0.94

3837.29

18,433.79

Storm 2

1

13

0.94

3625.22

18,630.13

Storm 3

1

8

0.98

405.6

3728.86

Storm 3

1

9

0.98

388.3

3702.99

Storm 3

1

10

0.94

575.03

3951.83

Storm 4

1

12

0.99

2363.04

27,024.72

Storm 4

1

13

0.99

2225.84

27,353.72

Storm 4

1

14

0.99

2553.41

27,823.18

Storm 5

1

9

0.96

937.36

5699.48

Storm 5

1

10

0.97

913.37

5601.22

Storm 5

1

11

0.98

745.3

5543.55
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3.1. Model Sensitivity
With a reasonably validated model, we next tested the sensitivity of the model to outage
locations. The model was run first using the known outage locations of historic storms. It was
run again using the same number of outages but randomly placed across the State of
Connecticut. For consistency, the average repair time range of 1 to 10 h will be used for all
subsequent What-If scenarios. As seen in Figure 2-5, the two outage location options produced
nearly identical results. This means that knowledge of actual outage locations is not necessary to
reproduce accurate ETR curves. The model showed little sensitivity to travel speed, so the time
lost to travel is negligible. Therefore, the location would have little impact on the ETR because
any change due to travel distance is minor. For all storm simulations, outages will be randomly
located within the state.
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Figure 2-5. Comparison of actual and random outage locations for Storm 5. Crews start at area work
centers and search for nearest outage. Travel speed set to 25 mph, 190 crews with 73% working during
day shift, 100% working during evening shift and 100% working during night shift, 1 to 8 h repair time
range. Storm 5 has 661 outages and 15,840 customers affected. The outages are located in the actual
locations and then in random locations within Connecticut. The ETR curves were insensitive to outage
locations.

Tests were conducted to determine the sensitivity of the model to parameter changes. A
small storm in these tests is characterized as having 1000 outages, large storms have 5000
outages and extreme storms have 15,000 outages. The number of customers affected per outage
was determined by using an average from the five validation storms.
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The model was tested for sensitivity to the outage repair time distribution. Previously shown
results used a uniform outage repair time from 1 h until the chosen maximum repair time.
However, it was unclear if different repair time distributions would lead to different overall
restoration times. Storm characteristics can influence the nature of the damage caused and
therefore the repair time distributions. Tested distributions included uniform, normal,
exponential, gamma and Poisson and are detailed in Table 2-4. Figure 2-6 shows that the
distribution of outage repair times has minor impacts on the final restoration time. As seen in the
small storm, a gamma and Poisson distribution tends to produce a step-like restoration curve.
Gamma distributions usually fit best with data with large standard deviation but the relatively
low mean of the chosen repair times limits a large range. In the case a negative repair time was
chosen, the model picks a new repair time. When all outages have the same repair time a steplike curve is produced because the crews arrive to their outage at similar times and are all
working for the same duration. These steps become less defined over the course of the
restoration process.
Table 2-4. Distribution characteristics from Figure 2-6.

Distribution

Mean
(h)

Standard
Deviation (h)

Uniform

10

NA

Normal

10

5

Gamma

10

5

Exponential

10

NA

Poisson

10

NA
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Figure 2-6. Outage repair time distributions for small, large and extreme storms. Crews start at area work
centers and find the nearest outage. Travel speed set to 25 mph, 272 crews with 85% working during day
shift, 99% working during evening shift and 66% working during night shift and nearest outage search
strategy. ETR curve was insensitive outage repair time distribution.

The next test compared the initial starting location of work crews for each size storm. At
the beginning of the storm, crews could start at either area work centers or random locations. For
this test crews would search for the nearest outage. Travel speed was set to 25 miles per hour,
the repair time range was 1 to 10 h and 272 crews were working (the average number from the
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validated storms). Figure 2-7 shows that there was little difference between the two starting
location options. All future storms will be run with crews starting at area work centers, which is
more realistic.
As seen towards the end of the storm in Figure 2-7, some of the model runs can result in
a long tail until complete restoration. This occurs when the last few outages have long repair
times and when there are many single service outages. These long tails also can occur as difficult
or hard to reach repairs are often left until the end. To highlight the major scenario differences,
all ETR curves will be cropped when the number of customers remaining without power was no
more than 20 for the small storm and 100 for the large and extreme storms. Figures S2-1 through
S2-3 for small and extreme storms can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
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Figure 2-7. Start location for simulated large storms with 5000 outages. Crew start location varied as
indicated. Travel speed set to 25 mph, 272 crews with 85% working during day shift, 99% working
during evening shift and 66% working during night shift, 1 to 10 h repair time range and nearest outage
search strategy. ETR curve was insensitive to crew start location.

Next, the crew search strategy was varied between nearest outage, the outage with the
most customers affected within a radius of the nearest outage (nearest within radius), the outage
with the most customers affected, the outage with the fastest repair time, the outage with the
fastest repair time within a radius of the nearest outage and the outage with the fastest repair time
and most customers affected. All of the parameters were kept the same as previously described
and crews started at area work centers. The radius was set to four miles for the nearest within
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radius and fastest within radius search options. Figure 2-8 shows some sensitivity to search
strategy, especially in the large and extreme storms. For the small storm, there was little
difference between the nearest outage, nearest with radius and fastest repair time. The most
customers affected option performed better in the beginning but a longer tail at the end
lengthened the final ETR. The large storm shows a bigger difference between the nearest outage
and nearest with radius options. However, the nearest within radius performed similar to the
most outages option in the beginning but ended faster than most outages. The nearest and nearest
within radius search strategies had similar ETRs for the large storm but nearest within radius
always had less customers still without power than nearest. The biggest differences between
search options came in the extreme storm situation. The nearest within radius option performed
best throughout the run. In the beginning of the simulation most outages performed between
nearest within radius option and nearest outage, until about the 400-h point. After the 400-h
mark, the most outages option reduced the number of customers affected most slowly. The
nearest within radius option reduced the number of customers affected the fastest and had an
ETR closest to the nearest search strategy. In both the large and extreme storms, the search
strategies using repair times have similar impacts on the ETR curves. Both fastest repair time
and fastest with most customers have the longest final ETR. The fastest within radius performs
the best in the beginning of the storm but then has a final ETR similar to the nearest and nearest
with radius strategies. The final ETR for each search strategy and storm size can be seen in Table
2-5.
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Figure 2-8. Search strategy for simulated storms. Crew start location set to area work center and search
strategy as indicated. Travel speed set to 25 mph, 272 crews with 85% working during day shift, 99%
working during evening shift and 66% working during night shift, 1 to 10 h repair time range. 1000
outages for small storm, 5000 outages for large storm, 15,000 outages for extreme storm. Nearest within
4-mile radius led to faster restoration times.
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Table 2-5. Time to system restoration (in days) based on search strategy from Figure 2-8.

Search Strategy

Small
Storm

Large
Storm

Extreme
Storm

Nearest

1.46

6.67

21.46

Nearest with 4-mile radius

1.46

6.33

21.29

Most outages

1.46

8.33

29.54

Fastest repair time

1.55

13.41

39.05

Fastest repair time with 4-mile radius

1.48

8.17

23.36

Fastest repair time and most customers
affected

1.86

14.47

30.11

As previously stated, a four-mile radius was used for the nearest within-radius search
option. Next, this radius was varied from one mile to five miles. Figure 2-9 shows that the
impact of the change in radius depends on the storm size and Table 2-6 shows the time to
restoration in days for each storm size and radius. The small storm was not sensitive to the
radius, which confirms from Figure 2-8 that there was little performance difference between the
nearest outage option and nearest with radius option. However, the large and extreme storms
were both sensitive to search radius. In both cases, a larger radius reduced the customers without
power the quickest. However, the five-mile radius did have the longest tail in both the large and
extreme storm.
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Figure 2-9. Change of radius for nearest-with-radius search strategy. Crew start location set to area work
center and search strategy set to most customers affected within a radius of the nearest outage. Search
radius varied as indicated. Travel speed set to 25 mph, 272 crews with 85% working during day shift,
99% working during evening shift and 66% working during night shift, 1 to 10 h repair time range. 1000
outages for small storm, 5000 outages for large storm, 15,000 outages for extreme storm.
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Table 2-6. Time to system restoration (in days) based on search radius from Figure 2-9.

Search
Radius

Small
Storm

Large
Storm

Extreme
Storm

1 mile

1.48

9.39

22.96

2 miles

1.48

6.65

21.11

3 miles

1.52

10.05

23.39

4 miles

1.48

9.35

23.44

5 miles

1.52

6.26

20.84

Next the model was tested for sensitivity to travel speed. The crew travel speed has little
impact on the ETR, as shown in Figure 2-10 for the large storms with 5000 outages and with the
nearest outage and nearest within radius search strategy. However, there are slight differences in
the 25 mph, 50 mph and 75 mph speeds for most outages search strategy. Repeating for the
small and extreme storms yielded similar result. The small storm was not run for the nearest with
radius strategy because previous tests showed it did not vary from the nearest strategy. Figures
S2-1 through S2-3 for the small and extreme storm can be seen in the Supplementary Materials.
The biggest difference for all three storms was between the 25 mph and 50 mph speeds for the
most outages search strategy. Increasing from 50 mph to 75 mph further reduced the ETR but
not as much as 25 to 50 mph. For all three storms, the different travel speeds did not
significantly alter the final restoration time.
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Figure 2-10. Travel speeds for simulated large storms with 5000 outages. Crew start location set to area
work center and search strategy as indicated in plot title. Travel speed set as indicated in legend. 272
crews with 85% working during day shift, 99% working during evening shift and 66% working during
night shift, 1 to 10 h repair time range. ETR curve was relatively insensitive to travel speed but some
differences are seen in the most customers affected search strategy.

The next test varied the number of crews, as shown in Figure 2-11. For each storm size,
initially increasing the number of crews creates a decrease in the ETR. However, there is a
threshold where bringing in more crews will have less of an impact on the ETR. For the small
storm, this occurred around 250 crews and for the extreme storm it was somewhere between 400
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to 450 crews. Table 2-7 shows the time to restoration of each storm size based on number of
crews from Figure 2-11.
Table 2-7. Time to system restoration (in days) based on crew size from Figure 2-11.

Number of
Crews

Small
Storm

Large
Storm

Extreme
Storm

50

7.01

39.31

120.20

100

4.76

18.96

59.74

150

3.28

12.47

39.18

200

1.94

10.66

29.01

250

1.43

9.25

22.97

300

1.44

7.81

19.03

350

1.01

7.13

16.58

400

0.97

6.10

14.34

450

0.92

5.80

14.00

500

0.83

5.38

11.78
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Figure 2-11. Changing number of crews for large and extreme storm. Crew start location set to area work
center and search strategy set to nearest outage. Travel speed set to 25 mph. 85% crews working during
day shift, 99% working during evening shift and 66% working during night shift, 1 to 10 h repair time
range. 1000 outages for small storm, 5000 outages for large storm, 15,000 outages for extreme storm.
Increasing the number of crews decreases ETR until a threshold, which varies by storm size.

As previously mentioned, for storms with a lot of predicted outages, utility companies will
call in mutual assistance crews to aid in the recovery process. This test looked at the impact on
the ETR of bringing in mutual assistance crews at different times throughout the storm. First,
only the time to arrival of 150 mutual crews added to 200 initial crews was varied as shown in
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Figure 2-12 for the extreme storm only. The ETR increases with increasing time for arrival.
Next, the number of crews added to 200 initial crews with a two-day arrival was varied as shown
in Figure 2-13. The ETR decreases with increasing number of added crews. Lastly, both the
number of mutual assistance crews and the time to arrival was varied as shown in Figure 2-14.
Also, as expected, the more crews and faster time to arrival decreased the ETR while less crews
and longer time to arrival increased the ETR. There was also a point where calling in more crews
that would take longer to get there made less of an impact in the ETR than calling in less crews
that could arrive sooner. Towards the end of a storm there are less outages to repair. If a large
number of mutual assistance crews arrive later in the recovery process, there may be more crews
than outages or the cost of the added crews may not justify calling them in.
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Figure 2-12. Changing time to arrival of 150 mutual assistance crews added to 200 initial crews for
extreme storm. Crew start location set to area work center and search strategy set to nearest outage.
Travel speed set to 25 mph. 85% crews working during day shift, 99% working during evening shift and
66% working during night shift, 1 to 10-h repair time range. The horizontal red line shows the median
ETR of 0 added crews. The ETR increases with increasing time to arrival of the mutual assistance crews.
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Figure 2-13. Changing the number of mutual assistance crews added to 200 initial crews for extreme
storm with a two-day arrival time. Crew start location set to area work center and search strategy set to
nearest outage. Travel speed set to 25 mph. 85% crews working during day shift, 99% working during
evening shift and 66% working during night shift, 1 to 10 h repair time range. The ETR decreases with
increasing number of mutual assistance crews.
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Figure 2-14. Changing number of mutual assistance crews and time to arrival for 15,000 outages. Crew
start location set to area work center and search strategy set to nearest outage. Travel speed set to 25 mph.
85% crews working during day shift, 99% working during evening shift and 66% working during night
shift, 1 to 10 h repair time range.

3.2. Model Limitations
The goal of an ABM was to develop the simplest, yet accurate model possible. In order to
accomplish this, two simplifications were made. First, Dijkstra’s algorithm does not account for
power flow considerations on the utility lines. The model does not prevent multiple crews from
working on the same line. Secondly, the model does not account for different work rates of
regular utility crews versus mutual assistance crews or a change in work rate as the restoration
process continues. Typically, mutual assistance crews will have slower repair times because they
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are not familiar with the system or they take longer to navigate to the outage. The model does
not account for this and uses the same repair time range for regular utility crews and mutual
assistance crews. As mentioned in Figure 2-3, the beginning of the storm typically fits better to
lower repair time ranges but the end of the storm fits better to longer repair time ranges,
indicating a change in repair rates throughout a storm. In the beginning of the storm there are
more resources available and towards the end of the storm the resources are less readily
available.
There are several parameters where small changes in the value can result in large differences
in the ETR. As shown in Figure 2-4, the repair time range assigned to the outages has the biggest
impact on the ETR but it is also the most variable input parameter in the model. However, Figure
2-6 shows the model is insensitive to whether normal, gamma, exponential, Poisson or uniform
distributions were used to assign outage repair times. Although storms can be divided into
categories such as snow, ice, wind, rain and so forth, the repair time range of the outages can
vary from storm to storm. Different failure types can take different times to repair, as well as
different number of crews available. The ABM only assigns one crew to each outage and does
not differentiate between outage types but increasing the repair time range can account for losing
multiple crews to one outage. The model also does not differentiate between different crew
types. In a utility company, crews are equipped for specific types of repairs. Some outages will
require two or more crews to each work on their specific task.
The number of crews working and both the number and arrival time of mutual assistance
crews can vary throughout a storm. The model simplified these changes for the number of crews
by having a percentage of the total crews “resting.” The crews did not leave the model but did
not contribute to the restoration process during that time. During storm recovery, mutual
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assistance crews can arrive at different times and in different groups. To allow the user to easily
input any mutual aid crews, all crews enter the model at the same time.
4. Conclusions
We developed an ABM using the NetLogo platform (Railsback & Grimm, 2011) to
demonstrate that ABMs can be an important approach to power outage restoration after storms
and can be beneficial to utility companies. The ABM shows that different outage search
strategies result in different ETR curves; the travel speed of crews has a minor impact on the
ETR; increasing the number of crews will decrease the ETR but only to a threshold; and the
impact of mutual assistance crews depends on both the number of crews and their time to arrival.
This decision support tool has the following advantages compared to current methods:
•

It is a quantitative tool based on empirical data that can be used by emergency managers to
test a variety of restoration strategies.

•

The model could be utilized prior to a storm based on outage predictions (Wanik et al., 2015;
Cole et al., 2017; Guikema et al., 2014; Wanik et al., 2017; He et al., 2017; Nateghi et al.,
2014) or in real-time as outages are discovered.

•

It is a socio-technical model that integrates human decisions constrained by the physical
infrastructure.

•

This is a decision support tool for utility managers to supplement current restoration time
estimates. Utility managers can test decisions prior to or during a storm to make necessary
adjustments to the restoration process including the decision to hire foreign crews.
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•

Providing a range of values for input variables can give a probabilistic range of outcomes for
final ETRs. These probabilistic forecasts can be useful for utility companies to provide
customers with a range of estimated restoration times.

•

The model is easily transferable to other states or regions and would only require the road
network dataset.
The developed ABM incorporates parameters not previously included in regression models,

such as the number of crews working and user defined rules to simulate crew behavior. The
crews in the model respond to the decisions made by the user, instead of using a statistical
approach based on past data. The model can be used to determine the appropriate number of
crews in order to reach a desired ETR and where and when foreign crews may be needed to
achieve those goals. The model could be used to help estimate restoration times for policymakers
and customers.
An important disadvantage of the ABM as it is currently structured is that it is
computationally intensive. There are many input variables and running the model over a range of
all of these variables can take a long time, especially for larger storms. The current ABM does
not incorporate power flow considerations, like the expert systems approach developed by Liu et
al. (1988) does. The expert systems approach determined the optimal repair order based on
minimizing losses and does not incorporate the social interactions of crews.
In the future, this novel technique could be incorporated with outage predictions before storms
hit (Guikema et al., 2014; Wanik et al., 2017; He et al., 2017; Nateghi et al., 2014) to give
emergency managers a powerful tool to decrease restoration times in Connecticut and elsewhere.
Cost of restoration and mutual assistance crews can be easily added to the model. This added
feature would allow utility managers to see the impact their decision would have on the cost to
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the utility company. The ABM could be used to explore the economic and restoration time
benefits of resilience measures, such as tree trimming. Lastly, the ABM could be developed as a
training tool for new emergency managers.
Overall, this model is an important first step in a new approach to power restoration that could
benefit both utility companies and utility customers.
Supplementary Materials:
Table S2-1. R2, MAE and standard deviation of modeled restoration curves from Figure 2-2.

Storm
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1

Crew
Start
AWC
AWC
AWC

Storm 1
Storm 1

AWC
AWC

Storm 1

AWC

Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1

Random
Random
Random

Storm 1

Random

Storm 1

Random

Storm 1

Random

Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2

AWC
AWC
AWC

Storm 2
Storm 2

AWC
AWC

Search Strategy
Most Outages
Nearest
Nearest within
Radius
Fastest Repair Time
Fastest Repair Time
within Radius
Fastest Repair Time
and Maximum
Customers
Most Outages
Nearest
Nearest within
Radius
Fastest Repair Time
Outages
Fastest Repair Time
within Radius
Fastest Repair Time
and Most Customers
Most Outages
Nearest
Nearest within
Radius
Fastest Repair Time
Fastest Repair Time
within Radius

Repair Time
Range (hrs)
R2
1 to 7
0.94
1 to 7
0.93
1 to 7
0.94

MAE
(customers
per hour)
1521.33
1656.37
1666.37

Standard
Deviation
7101.68
7476.97
7144.03

1 to 7
1 to 7

0.97
0.95

962.35
2019.68

6544.29
7644.88

1 to 7

0.97

908.9

6347.44

1 to 7
1 to 7
1 to 7

0.9
0.96
0.95

1999.85
1334.49
1392.28

7863.24
7202.95
6705.2

1 to 7

0.95

2255.92

6368.6

1 to 7

0.96

1150.88

6900.3

1 to 7

0.93

2243.37

6749.33

1 to 13
1 to 13
1 to 13

0.94
0.91
0.89

8843.04
5411.44
6243.71

17442.81
19386
20486.54

1 to 13
1 to 13

0.97
0.91

3704.87
5525.18

17397.89
17397.89
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Storm 2

AWC

Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2

Random
Random
Random

Storm 2

Random

Storm 2

Random

Storm 2

Random

Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3

AWC
AWC
AWC

Storm 3
Storm 3

AWC
AWC

Storm 3

AWC

Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3

Random
Random
Random

Storm 3

Random

Storm 3

Random

Storm 3

Random

Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4

AWC
AWC
AWC

Storm 4
Storm 4

AWC
AWC

Storm 4

AWC

Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4

Random
Random
Random

Storm 4

Random

Fastest Repair Time
and Maximum
Customers
Most Outages
Nearest
Nearest within
Radius
Fastest Repair Time
Outages
Fastest Repair Time
within Radius
Fastest Repair Time
and Most Customers
Most Outages
Nearest
Nearest within
Radius
Fastest Repair Time
Fastest Repair Time
within Radius
Fastest Repair Time
and Maximum
Customers
Most Outages
Nearest
Nearest within
Radius
Fastest Repair Time
Outages
Fastest Repair Time
within Radius
Fastest Repair Time
and Most Customers
Most Outages
Nearest
Nearest within
Radius
Fastest Repair Time
Fastest Repair Time
within Radius
Fastest Repair Time
and Maximum
Customers
Most Outages
Nearest
Nearest within
Radius
Fastest Repair Time
Outages

1 to 13

0.89

11759.2

17559.86

1 to 13
1 to 13
1 to 13

0.93
0.91
0.98

6395.96
5423.3
7346.1

19996.08
18268.16
18937.42

1 to 13

0.93

6804.23

20918.59

1 to 13

0.91

5321.12

18313.75

1 to 13

0.93

4264.41

18501.83

1 to 9
1 to 9
1 to 9

0.95
0.9
0.92

754.85
1094.51
875.38

4308.54
4403.35
3928.36

1 to 9
1 to 9

0.97
0.95

662.23
735.78

3941.78
4040.33

1 to 9

0.91

910.71

4140.65

1 to 9
1 to 9
1 to 9

0.9
0.96
0.93

1050.98
993.78
898.77

4707.76
3500.34
4481.08

1 to 9

0.74

1896.63

4683.91

1 to 9

0.86

1187.06

4220.87

1 to 9

0.84

1506.83

4194.73

1 to 13
1 to 13
1 to 13

0.91
0.98
0.98

9861.29
3895.57
4061.35

23484.46
29564.3
30510.87

1 to 13
1 to 13

0.98
0.99

2633.03
2233.73

25023.54
27746.07

1 to 13

0.92

5758

24257.37

1 to 13
1 to 13
1 to 13

0.86
0.99
0.87

12609.17
2970.47
13248.99

29146.42
27930.11
21812.31

1 to 13

0.97

4561.43

26271.34
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Storm 4

Random

Storm 4

Random

Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5

AWC
AWC
AWC

Storm 5
Storm 5

AWC
AWC

Storm 5

AWC

Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5

Random
Random
Random

Storm 5

Random

Storm 5

Random

Storm 5

Random

Fastest Repair Time
within Radius
Fastest Repair Time
and Most Customers
Most Outages
Nearest
Nearest within
Radius
Fastest Repair Time
Fastest Repair Time
within Radius
Fastest Repair Time
and Maximum
Customers
Most Outages
Nearest
Nearest within
Radius
Fastest Repair Time
Outages
Fastest Repair Time
within Radius
Fastest Repair Time
and Most Customers

1 to 13

0.98

8744.26

28874.69

1 to 13

0.97

3468.79

25568.69

1 to 11
1 to 11
1 to 11

0.94
0.98
0.95

1783.42
1219.57
1068.25

6171.16
5668.15
5896.76

1 to 11
1 to 11

0.98
0.96

775.01
1513.02

4440.09
5652.65

1 to 11

0.93

1937.21

5649.18

1 to 11
1 to 11
1 to 11

0.93
0.95
0.94

1544.54
1462.11
1557.19

6071.35
5777.63
5868.36

1 to 11

0.95

1646

5614.55

1 to 11

0.98

545.18

5231.42

1 to 11

0.94

1818.14

5626.37

Table S2-2. R2, MAE and standard deviation of modeled restoration curves from Figure 2-4.

Storm
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 1
Storm 2

Min. Repair
Time (hrs)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Max Repair
Time (hrs)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1

R2
0.63
0.73
0.84
0.89
0.93
0.95
0.96
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.92
0.91
0.87
0.85
0.83
0.5
54

MAE (customers
per hour)
1003.07
857.47
643.95
561.67
416.32
459.68
411.92
476.26
560.89
714.01
859.6
1088.06
1488.5
1584.62
1872.21
11858.84

Standard
Deviation
2725.03
3050.95
3530.35
3829.78
3983.13
4421.56
4579.69
4838.46
4955.27
5233.78
5369.46
5471.15
5636.25
5562.23
5758.82
10210.04

Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 2
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 3
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 4
Storm 5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1

0.6
0.73
0.72
0.8
0.85
0.9
0.91
0.92
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.92
0.92
0.48
0.64
0.76
0.83
0.93
0.96
0.96
0.98
0.98
0.94
0.91
0.93
0.92
0.91
0.82
0.38
0.48
0.6
0.67
0.76
0.84
0.88
0.92
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.6
55

10993.52
9909.29
9800.92
9058.81
7803.49
6643.03
5993.78
5477.39
5157.44
4240.07
3837.29
3625.22
4231.45
4058.23
1816.28
1621.16
1396
1254.32
879.38
727.13
740.08
405.6
388.3
575.03
686.07
656.29
742.51
831.87
1307.79
14108.05
13142.39
11878.34
10880.17
9667.56
8199.64
7216.04
6137.66
4566.25
4297.78
3374.88
2363.04
2225.84
2553.41
3969.74
3434.27

11735.52
12898.46
13346.71
13809.08
15371.46
16003.26
16662.68
16870.57
16353.06
17295.84
18433.79
18630.13
19527.39
18667.35
2224.29
2451.39
2790.99
2920.13
3344.76
3385.62
3248.18
3728.86
3702.99
3951.83
3709.24
3886.25
3761.2
3820.7
3869.17
13417.94
15452.91
17354.63
19025.76
20419.09
22103.93
23311.13
23779.68
24926.08
25071.42
26173.87
27024.72
27353.72
27823.18
28401.46
3664.16

Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5
Storm 5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

0.7
0.73
0.81
0.85
0.9
0.93
0.93
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.96
0.95
0.96
0.94

2879.66
2669.25
2157.71
1940.99
1526.87
1259.45
1254.43
937.36
913.37
745.3
1053.59
1264.63
1261.82
1652.61

4342.96
4571
4903.62
5048.7
5395.96
5354.69
5577.81
5699.48
5601.22
5543.55
5607.45
5670.01
5515.71
5605.91

Figure S2-1. Start location for simulated small storms with 1,000 outages and extreme storms with
15,000 outages. Crew start location varied as indicated. Travel speed set to 25 mph, 272 crews with 85%
working during day shift, 99% working during evening shift and 66% working during night shift, 1 to 10hour repair time range and nearest outage search strategy. ETR curve was insensitive to crew start
location.
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Figure S2-2. Travel speeds for simulated small storms with 1,000 outages. Crew start location set to area
work center and search strategy as indicated in plot title. Travel speed set as indicated in legend. 272
crews with 85% working during day shift, 99% working during evening shift and 66% working during
night shift, 1 to 10-hour repair time range. ETR curve was relatively insensitive to travel speed, but some
differences are seen in the most customers affected search strategy. Nearest within radius search strategy
was omitted for the small storm because it showed no differences to nearest outage search strategy.
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Figure S2-3. Travel speeds for simulated extreme storms with 15,000 outages. Crew start location set to
area work center and search strategy as indicated in plot title. Travel speed set as indicated in legend. 272
crews with 85% working during day shift, 99% working during evening shift and 66% working during
night shift, 1 to 10-hour repair time range. ETR curve was relatively insensitive to travel speed, but some
differences are seen in the most customers affected search strategy.
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Abstract
Power outage restoration following extreme storms is a complicated process that couples
engineering processes and human decisions. Emergency managers typically rely on past
experiences and have limited access to computer simulations to aid in decision-making. Climate
scientists predict that although hurricane frequency may decrease, the intensity of storms may
increase. Increased damage from hurricanes will result in new restoration challenges that
emergency managers may not have experience solving. Our study uses agent-based modeling
(ABM) to determine how restoration might have been impacted for 30 different scenarios of
Hurricane Sandy for a climate in 2112 (Sandy2112). These Sandy2112 scenarios were obtained
from a previous study that modeled how outages from Hurricane Sandy in 2012 might have been
affected in the future as climate change intensified both wind and precipitation hazards. As the
number of outages increases, so does the expected estimated time to restoration for each storm.
The impact of increasing crews is also studied to determine the relationship between the number
of crews and outage durations (or restoration curves). Both the number of outages and the
number of crews impact the variability in time to restoration. Our results can help emergency
managers and policy makers plan for future hurricanes which are likely to become stronger and
more impactful to critical infrastructure.
1. Introduction
Utility companies generally rely on emergency managers’ experience when making
decisions for storm restoration. Although this is helpful when new storms are similar to those of
the past, this practice can be limiting when managers are faced with storms of new magnitudes.
For example, in 2005, Mississippi Power, a utility company in Mississippi, was faced with
extensive damages following Hurricane Katrina. During preparation for the storm, Mississippi
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Power received the lessons learned from Gulf Power during the Hurricane Ivan restoration from
2004. However, damage assessment conducted by Mississippi Power following Hurricane
Katrina showed that the actual damage to the system exceeded even the “worst-case scenario” of
damage similar to Hurricane Camille from 1969. Mississippi Power was tasked with restoring
the grid with damages that exceeded their experience and was beyond what they were prepared
for. In total, the restoration process for Mississippi Power took 12 days (Wolshon, 2006). But
this example is similar to restorations experienced by utility companies all over the world and
raises a few questions: How can emergency managers prepare for restorations that exceed their
experience? Could a computer simulation, along with utilities’ past crew allocations and
preparedness levels provide estimates for the restoration?
Hurricanes and extreme storms are not limited to the Gulf of Mexico. From 1995 to 2000,
the hurricane activity in the Atlantic basin doubled compared to the activity between 1971 to
1994 (Goldenberg et al., 2001). Looking at the East Coast of the United States, Hurricane Sandy
made landfall over Jamaica on October 24th, 2012, then turned north-east and hit both Cuba and
the Bahamas on October 25th and continued north until it turned west and made landfall over
New Jersey on October 29th. Although New Jersey saw the center of the storm, twenty-three
states along the East Coast were impacted. Hurricane Sandy was an interesting and unpredictable
storm for two reasons. First, it caused unprecedented outages to the East Coast. And second, it
followed a path unlike previous storms. Several weather patterns collided, which increased the
strength of Sandy and impacted the course it was on. Unusually warm waters in the Gulf of
Mexico strengthened Sandy, the moon was entering a full phase which resulted in high tides
along the East Coast where the storm was travelling, and there was a cold-front overland in New
Jersey (Henry and Ramirez-Marquez, 2016). Several states saw snowfall as Sandy collided with
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the cold front. During October, many trees still have their leaves. When coupled with snowfall,
power outages due to fallen trees or branches can increase substantially.
Coastal communities in Connecticut experienced flooding from storm surge, and
statewide power outages lasted nine days. Similar to Mississippi Power in response to Hurricane
Katrina, emergency managers relied on their experience to make restoration decisions. Because
the path of Hurricane Sandy was so different than storms in the past, the question has been raised
about whether future storms will continue to strengthen and follow different paths. And if so,
how can emergency managers be better prepared for these unprecedented changes?
1.1 Impact of Climate Change on Storms
Many climate scientists have been studying the impacts that climate change can have on
extreme storms. Several major themes include the amount of precipitation carried by each storm,
the paths that storms will travel and the frequency these storms will occur. Climate change can
have impacts on both the precipitation levels of extreme storms, and the paths that extreme
storms take. Lackmann (2015) discusses how changes in weather patterns could change the path
of storms. In the case of Hurricane Sandy, climate warming could increase the strength of the
westerly jet stream and push the storm eastward – possibly completely missing the East Coast
(Lackmann, 2015). Increased temperatures will increase the vapor capacity of storms, which will
lead to increased potential precipitation (Trenberth & Fasullo, 2008). Studies predict a decrease
in hurricane frequency (Bender et al., 2010; Bengtsson et al., 1996), but an increase in the
rainfall per storm (Knutson et al., 2008). Bender et al. (2010) predicts an increase in Category 4
and 5 hurricanes, but an overall decrease in hurricane activity. If these predictions stand true,
emergency managers will be faced with new restoration challenges as storm intensities increase.
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1.2 Resiliency
Utility companies are tasked with returning the grid to full function as soon as possible
following extreme storms. Resiliency can have many definitions based on the context it is in. In
terms of the electric grid, resiliency can be described as the ability of a system to recover from a
disrupted state. In this paper, resiliency will mean the ability of the grid to be returned to full
function, or no outages remaining. Henry and Ramirez-Marquez (2016) state “quick and
effective restoration following the damage is key to resilience.” The intensity of extreme storms
is expected to increase (Bender et al., 2010), which will lead to more widespread damage
requiring extensive repairs. Although some utilities may take action towards strengthening their
grid to prevent some damages, not all weather-related damages can be avoided. From 1984-2006,
4.2 percent of outage events were caused by hurricanes and tropical storms. Although the total
percentage was low, the mean number of customers affected was largest at 782,695 compared to
all other causes and mean size in megawatts was second highest to earthquakes at 1,309 MW
(Hines et al., 2008). Enhanced tree trimming is one method taken to decrease the severity of
damages caused to the electric grid (Parent et al., 2019), but this action cannot avoid all tree
related outages during storms. Increasing the computer simulation tools available to emergency
managers as they prepare for storms may be another way to increase the resiliency of systems.
Henry and Ramirez-Marquez (2016) present a framework of the system during the
resilience (or restoration) process. This framework is broken into five zones, each relating to
different times during the storm. Zone 0 is before the storm is predicted; the system is operating
as usual, no storm is on the horizon and this is where utilities typically begin implementing gridstrengthening mechanisms (such as replacing lines, trimming trees, etc.). Zone 1 is as the storm
is predicted; the system is still operating as usual, but there is a storm predicted where the arrival
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time is well understood. Zone 1 is where short-term planning begins – the storm has yet to hit but
some preparations and planning can be done. Zone 2 begins as the storm arrives and continues
until recovery action can begin. Safety regulations prevent crews from working while winds
exceed 30 mph and oftentimes roads are impassible due to downed trees. Zone 3 includes the
restoration and continues until the system is back to its recovered state. The recovered state is at
least the same as before the disruption occurred. Zone 4 is the time for utilities to reflect on the
restoration, implement lessons learned and make long-term improvements (Henry & RamirezMarquez, 2016).
Computer models and simulations provide key insights as storms are forecasted. Power
outage estimation models exist for tropical cyclones and hurricanes (Wanik et al., 2018; Han et
al., 2009; Mensah & Duenas-Osorio, 2014; Nateghi & Quiring, 2014), thunderstorms (Aplay et
al., 2020), and various weather and vegetation inputs (Allen & Fernandez, 2014; Cerrai et al.,
2019; Wanik et al., 2015). Han et al. (2009) recognized that accurate storm estimates are
necessary to have the proper crews in place to make restoration as efficient as possible.
However, for the vast amount of outage prediction modeling, models pertaining to the power
outage restoration process are limited. Previous models have taken a stochastic approach to
model power outages, determine a pre-hurricane crew allocation, and use updated damage
assessment to revise the crew mobilization plan (Arab et al., 2015a; Arab et al., 2015b). A
mathematical model was developed to optimally locate repair vehicles and crews (Yao & Min,
1998). Yao and Min state that the high correlation between extreme weather conditions and
power failures along with reliable weather forecasts make the demands for repair crews more
predictable than emergency response of firetrucks and ambulance. The cost of the restoration
was a driving factor in acquiring additional crews (Yao & Min, 1998). Other restoration models
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consider the stockpile locations of replacement parts to be used in the restoration process
(Coffrin et al., 2011). Brown et al. (1997) developed a Monte Carlo Simulation that was useful in
determining system sensitivity to design improvements but could not be used in a predictive
manner.
The process of power outage restoration is a complex system that couples both human
decisions and engineering processes. Restoration also has many variables and moving parts,
which makes modeling the process difficult. Although mathematical models such as (Arab et al.,
2015a; Arab et al., 2015b; Yao & Min, 1998; Coffrin et al., 2011; Brown et al., 1997) can be
used to model power outage restoration, they are limited in their ability to capture the human
decisions. This study presents the use of an agent-based model (ABM) to study the impact
human decisions have on storm-induced power outages. Those human decisions include how
crews are dispatched, the number of crews and where those crews are positioned. Unlike
previous studies (Brown et al., 1997), the ABM can be used in a predictive manner using outage
estimations and expected crew resources to estimate the restoration time as a storm is forecasted.
This case study uses 30 scenarios of Hurricane Sandy in a climate-enhanced year 2112. The
geospatial features of the ABM allow for outages to be placed on a town level scale and limit
utility crews to the same work areas as they would during a real storm restoration. Additionally,
the ABM can be used as a planning tool. Emergency managers can move or add crews in the
simulation as outage predictions increase. As emergency managers are tasked with determining
the need of Mutual Assistance Agreements (Campbell & Lowry, 2012), the impact of additional
crews and their arrival times can be tested. The use of an ABM over a mathematical model
allows for the storm to be modeled in a virtual environment that mirrors the expected damages.
Emergency managers can then test their strategies and resources to determine their optimal
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restoration plan. The ABM gives the expected restoration time for the State of Connecticut as a
whole, but still allows for the specific assignment of crews to smaller areas. This sub grouping
allows emergency managers to make the same small-scale decisions as they would in practice
while still getting the same large-scale output. Our novel approach to power outage restoration
modeling makes further use of outage prediction models and provides emergency managers with
another tool to investigate a storm while it is still in the forecasting stage or after the restoration
to test whether other methods could have improved the restoration time. In this study, the use of
30 different outage prediction scenarios presents a range of damage, and corresponding
restoration time, that could be expected in a climate-enhanced future.
Agent-Based Models (ABM) have been shown to predict the overall restoration time of
storm-induced power outages for the electric utility grid in the State of Connecticut (Walsh et al.,
2018). Unlike previous models, the ABM can be used as a predictive tool to give emergency
managers a complete picture of a storm as the weather system begins developing in the forecast.
The ABM presented in (Walsh et al., 2018) can be utilized, as shown in this study, to aid
emergency managers in Resiliency Zones 1-3. As the storm is predicted in Zone 1, the weather
forecasts can be utilized to predict the expected outages (Wanik et al., 2018; Alpay et al., 2020;
Cerrai et al., 2019; Wanik et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2020), which can then allow emergency
managers to begin understanding the necessary resources. As the storm is better understood in
Zones 2 and 3, the ABM can be run with the updated outage predictions to see how the predicted
restoration time would change with available resources. The case study presented here
investigates using a baseline of Hurricane Sandy from 2012 to estimate the restoration times of
Hurricane Sandy under a changing climate in the year 2100 utilizing the same resources as
Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Although the data from this storm happens from the next century, it
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should not be used as any confidence that this storm would even occur in 2100. Our purpose in
this paper is to leverage future climate data to motivate better preparedness during extreme
events. In this example, Hurricane Sandy caused significant damage, so revisiting the storm in a
future climate regime may help utilities appreciate what a new reality may look like. Previous
studies have been conducted analyzing the weather patterns and damage caused by Hurricane
Sandy, which makes it an ideal storm to study the restoration process. The study proposed here is
intended to be an extension of previous work conducted by Wanik et al. (Wanik et al., 2018;
Wanik et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2020) to use past databases of outages and weather to build
decision-support tools for utilities. The outage prediction model answers the question of how
much the damage could be and the agent-based model investigates the question of how long the
restoration could be. To our knowledge, no other studies have directly used power outage
predictions to estimate the time to restoration based on predicted outages, expected crews and
with different crew work methods.
1.3 Restoration of Hurricane Sandy in Connecticut
Major storms like Hurricane Sandy give utility companies new data to analyze and
understand. Primary data utilized in this study include the crews working and the location of the
outages. Table 1 shows the number of crews working during restoration of Hurricane Sandy in
2012 in each area work center (AWC) each day. Table 2 shows the number of outages repaired
per day per AWC. Combining both of those gives Table 3, the repair rate for each AWC per day:
the number of repairs divided by the number of crews working. The average repair rates across
all AWCs range from 1.1 to 3.4 outages per crew. The lower end of the range occurs near the end
of the storm where few outages remain, and those outages may be longer repairs left until the end
because they impact few customers. The peak repair rate occurs on the third day where the
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number of crews is beginning to increase significantly. The peak number of crews across all
AWCs occurs on day six, but the repair rate is right in the middle of the range at 2.3 outages per
crew. The number and distribution of crews from 2012 are the base-case scenario for this study.
Table 3-1: Crews working per area work center per day during Hurricane Sandy in 2012.

29Oct

30Oct

31Oct

1Nov

2Nov

3Nov

4Nov

5Nov

6Nov

7Nov

8Nov

AWC1

48

47

46

41

42

37

39

23

9

19

22

AWC2

28

21

14

14

43

47

29

14

11

15

12

AWC3

33

36

37

37

49

33

13

11

13

32

46

AWC4

0

4

7

7

7

7

5

2

2

3

2

AWC5

13

9

7

7

6

3

3

3

3

8

9

AWC6

26

30

34

56

80

120

144

57

15

23

46

AWC7

43

37

48

60

84

114

110

64

29

48

69

AWC8

28

39

45

146

132

157

148

155

154

99

48

AWC9

16

30

47

78

145

198

215

259

315

204

191

AWC10

15

17

16

16

19

13

8

7

7

17

23

AWC11

25

35

36

46

164

219

271

385

399

282

302

AWC12

42

37

40

40

51

29

20

17

12

14

17

AWC13

40

26

20

25

27

27

14

9

9

10

11

Total

357

368

397

573

849

978

774

798

1004 1019 1006
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Table 3-2: Number of outages repaired per AWC per day following Hurricane Sandy in 2012.

29Oct

30Oct

31Oct

1Nov

2Nov

3Nov

4Nov

5Nov

6Nov

7Nov

8Nov

AWC1

118

211

167

93

67

72

85

33

9

12

1

AWC2

43

76

104

141

173

156

78

21

8

7

1

AWC3

44

62

109

150

172

136

44

10

8

13

1

AWC4

7

17

24

45

43

56

21

4

1

0

0

AWC5

56

133

80

50

24

10

0

0

3

4

0

AWC6

31

71

108

162

183

339

394

112

34

26

7

AWC7

24

42

29

117

241

372

323

151

35

49

9

AWC8

69

110

229

257

401

507

572

458

331

118

13

AWC9

33

28

39

114

108

184

408

541

904

301

35

AWC10

43

51

151

155

145

46

16

9

2

7

0

AWC11

19

50

69

91

168

252

378

460

738

285

78

AWC12

42

91

120

149

138

96

24

10

7

14

1

AWC13

53

87

114

162

183

125

38

21

4

7

1

Table 3-3: Repair rate per Area Work Center per day following Hurricane Sandy in 2012.

29Oct

30Oct

31Oct

1-Nov

2Nov

3Nov

4Nov

5Nov

6Nov

7Nov

8Nov

AWC1

2.5

4.5

3.6

2.3

1.6

1.9

2.2

1.4

1

0.6

0

AWC2

1.5

3.6

7.4

10.1

4

3.3

2.7

1.5

0.7

0.5

0.1

AWC3

1.3

1.7

2.9

4.1

3.5

4.1

3.4

0.9

0.6

0.4

0

AWC4

0

4.3

3.4

6.4

6.1

8

4.2

2

0.5

0

0

AWC5

4.3

14.8

11.4

7.1

4

3.3

0

0

1

0.5

0

AWC6

1.2

2.4

3.2

2.9

2.3

2.8

2.7

2

2.3

1.1

0.2

AWC7

0.6

1.1

0.6

2

2.9

3.3

2.9

2.4

1.2

1

0.1
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AWC8

2.5

2.8

5.1

1.8

3

3.2

3.9

3

2.1

1.2

0.3

AWC9

2.1

0.9

0.8

1.5

0.7

0.9

1.9

2.1

2.9

1.5

0.2

AWC10

2.9

3

9.4

9.7

7.6

3.5

2

1.3

0.3

0.4

0

AWC11

0.8

1.4

1.9

2

1

1.2

1.4

1.2

1.8

1

0.3

AWC12

1

2.5

3

3.7

2.7

3.3

1.2

0.6

0.6

1

0.1

AWC13

1.3

3.3

5.7

6.5

6.8

4.6

2.7

2.3

0.4

0.7

0.1

Figure 3-1 visualizes Tables 3-1 through 3-3 into a plot of the outages repaired, crews
working, customers restored, and the repair rate for the top five AWCs. The remaining eight
AWCs had more static values for outages repaired, crews working, repair rate and customers
restored across the restoration time. Therefore, only the top five AWCs are shown in Figure 3-1
for clarity. The repair rate for AWC 5 is the highest throughout restoration on day 2. This AWC
contains several high population areas of Connecticut as well as other important resources and
infrastructure, which often leads to targeted repair early in restoration.
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Figure 3-1: Comparison of A) the outages repaired, B) crews working, C) repair rate and D) customers
restored for five Area Work Centers (AWCs) for each day during Sandy2012. The remainder of the eight
AWCs were more static with low crews, so only these top five AWCs were shown for clarity. Tables 3-1
through 3-3 contain the data for this figure.

1.4 Case Study on Power Outage Impacts from Future Hurricane Sandy Scenarios
Wanik et al. (2018) studied how climate change could impact the power outages
associated with Hurricane Sandy in a future climate using the IPCC AR4 A2 emissions scenario
to track outage changes in the year 2112 (100 years after Hurricane Sandy made landfall). The
study used six different weather WRF model simulations: Control, Goddard scheme, Morris
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scheme, WRF double-moment 6-class microphysics scheme, “no TC flux” and the ensemble for
weather inputs (hereafter referred to as CNTRL, Goddard, Morris, WDM6, NOTCFLX, ENS).
Additionally, three machine learning algorithms were used to predict the outages: random forest,
gradient boosted trees and Bayesian additive regression trees. Although this is only one of many
outage prediction models (Wanik et al., 2018; Han et al., 2009; Mensah & Duenas-Osorio, 2014;
Nateghi et al., 2014; Alpay et al., 2020; Allen & Fernandez; 2014; Cerrai et al., 2019; Wanik et
al., 2015), the results from Wanik et al. (2018) will be used as the inputs for the study presented
here.
This study is a continuation and utilization of the information learned from Wanik et al.
(2018). Using direct inputs from an outage prediction model to investigate impacts on the
estimated restoration time makes this study a novel approach. The previous research was
conducted to answer the question of how much damage could occur from a storm similar to
Hurricane Sandy in a future climate. The study presented here uses the estimated damage,
measured in outages, to determine the new expected restoration times. We expect to see an
increase in restoration time when the number of outages increase but the crews are held constant.
Therefore, the estimated restoration times are then used to determine an increase in crew counts
per area work center in order to reduce the estimated restoration time back to the historic
restoration. In this study, we are evaluating the restoration times of the different Future Sandy
scenarios presented in Wanik et al. (2018). Having a better understanding of the changes of the
predicted outages and their locations, utilities can test how long the restoration may take using a
baseline scenario of past storms. Walsh et al. (2018) presented an agent-based model (ABM) to
estimate the time to restoration of storm induced power outages. In the study presented here, the
ABM is calibrated for Hurricane Sandy under 2012 conditions (hereafter referred to as
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Sandy2012) and then coupled with Wanik et al.’s predicted power outage locations for 2112
scenarios (hereafter referred to as Sandy2112). Information extracted from this study can
improve utility resiliency following extreme storms by allowing emergency managers to test past
methods and resources for current storms as the storm is predicted and then determine whether
additional support or different allocations would be needed. We hypothesize that (1) an increase
in the number of outages will lead to a linear increase in ETR when the crew counts are held
constant, (2) with adequate crew increases we expect to be able to reduce the ETR back down to
the historic levels, (3) the large number of outages will make restoration strategies more salient
compared to smaller storms.
Figure 3-2 highlights the workflow of this study. Section 2 focuses on utilizing Wanik et
al. (2018) Sandy2112 predicted power outage locations with Sandy2012 crew counts to estimate
the total restoration time. Section 3 proposes a method to increase the crew counts to study the
changes in the total restoration time for each Sandy2112 scenario. This crew increase method is
intended to simulate emergency managers using the ABM to determine resources needed to
reach a goal restoration time. Section 4 presents other metrics captured by the ABM that can add
insight for emergency managers during restoration. Sections 2, 3 and 4 show how the ABM can
use information from any outage prediction model to simulate the full restoration process and
assessment to determine whether allocated resources would be adequate.
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Figure 3-2. Workflow of the study. Predicted outages for Hurricane Sandy in the year 2112 were
developed by Wanik et al. (2018) and is used as an input for this study. Section 2 uses the outage
predictions and applies the ABM to predict the estimated restoration time of each Sandy2112 scenario.
Section 3 uses the output of the ABM from Section 2 to determine the rate at which to increase the crew
counts. Section 3 then reruns the ABM with the same outages to determine new (reduced) estimated
restoration times. Section 4 uses the results of Sections 2 and 3 to compare other metrics such as outage
durations and the time to reach target restoration percentiles.

2. Using Outage Predictions for Sandy2112 to Predict the Estimated Time to Restoration
2.1 Methods
This study utilized the ABM detailed in Walsh et al. (2018) to derive restoration
scenarios for the different Sandy2112 outage predictions presented in Wanik et al. (2018).
Several adaptations have been added to the ABM to better represent the restoration process.
First, the work zones for crews was updated to a higher spatial resolution from state-wide to area
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work center (AWC). Crews are assigned an AWC during the model setup process. Crews stay in
that AWC until all of the outages there have been repaired. Once their AWC is complete, if any
outages remain, crews will then be assigned a new AWC based on the search strategy used. For
example, if the strategy is set to nearest outage, a crew in a completed AWC will find the nearest
outage in a different AWC and then set that as their AWC to complete restoration. Crews will
remain in the newly assigned AWC and not “return” to their original AWC until statewide
restoration is completed. Daily crew counts by AWC were provided from a local utility company
that has been used as the input for this study, as previously detailed in Table 3-1. The crew
counts were from the actual crews allocated for the restoration of Sandy2012-caused outages in
Connecticut but have been kept the same for the initial test of Sandy2112 scenarios.
Furthermore, about 75% of crews are simulated to be working during the daytime hours and 25%
of crews are working during the overnight hours.
The ABM was calibrated based on utility data from Sandy2012 to get a baseline for
Sandy2112 experiments. The outage locations, crews working, and historic restoration curve
were used. The individual repair time for each outage location was unknown. A series of repair
time ranges from a minimum of one hour to a defined maximum was tested and compared to the
historic restoration curve of Sandy2012. It was found that a range of repair times of one to eight
hours in fifteen-minute increments with uniform distribution best fit Sandy2012. We have
applied that same range to Sandy2112; outages are randomly assigned a repair time between one
and eight hours during the model setup process. Repairs for different infrastructure require
different time allocations. For example, on average it takes 2 hours to fix a wire, 4 hours to fix a
transformer and 8 hours to fix a downed pole. Applying a range of repair times implicitly assigns
different fault types to the system.
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During calibration, we used four different search strategies for outage assignment to
crews: nearest outage, most customers affected, most customers affected within a radius of the
nearest outage (referred to as nearest within radius), and fastest repair time within radius of the
nearest outage (referred to as fastest within radius). The same methods could not be applied
directly to Sandy2112 scenarios because there is no data on predicted number of customers
affected. The number of customers affected per outage depends on the infrastructure and the
population density. The same infrastructure could have more customers affected in a city
location compared to a rural location. Therefore, in this study we are limited to running strategies
that only include location or repair time. The use of different search strategies is what separates
the ABM from other linear models. The ABM allows input of spatial data and models individual
crew behavior, which adds complexity that linear models cannot capture. The Sandy2012
calibration showed that the shape of the restoration curve between strategies was different, but
the overall estimated restoration time was not significantly different, as shown in Figure 3-3. To
account for all possible restoration curve scenarios, Sandy2112 simulations will be run with three
search strategies: nearest outage, fastest repair time, and fastest-within-radius. Search strategies
can also be a way to optimize the restoration, which is another novel approach in modeling storm
restoration. The restoration curves in Figure 3-3 highlight how different strategies reduce the
customers without power faster than others. In this scenario, although the final restoration time
for all four strategies are close, the number of customers without power varies significantly at
different time steps. However, in practice, safety is a limitation of this. Especially in the
beginning of the storm there are some outages that must be addressed before others due to safety
concerns. Modeling different search strategies allows emergency managers to investigate
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different approaches to storm restoration. The ABM allows managers to see the direct impact
their decisions can have on both the restoration curve and the overall restoration time.

Figure 3-3: Sandy2012 restoration curves using four different search strategies and number of customers
affected per outage. The historic restoration curve is shown in black and the average of the four
simulations is shown in yellow. The average of the four simulations is a fair representation of the historic
restoration.

One point to highlight regarding the historic restoration curve (black line in Figure 3-3) is
the periodic increases in customers remaining without power. Throughout the restoration,
locations with power are sometimes shut off in order to make a safe repair. Once the power is
restored there is a greater decrease in customers without power – the repair returned all those
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who temporarily lost power along with those still waiting for restoration. The restoration curves
of the ABM are smooth because the simulation does not account for more outages, whether
intentional or unintentional, except for at the start.
Another way to compare the results of the ABM to the historic restoration is to look at
the repair rates. Comparing to Table 3-3, the repair rates for the historic restoration of
Sandy2012, the ABM repair rates for replicated Sandy2012 are higher, as seen in Table 3-4. Part
of this could be the repair times assigned to the outages. Although the location of each outage is
known, the repair time of each outage is unknown, but the ABM assigns a repair time in model
setup using uniform distribution. Therefore, the ABM may have more outages with faster repair
times than in the historic restoration. The nearest outage strategies are consistent with the historic
restoration, but the fastest repair time strategies result in higher rates early in restoration and
lower rates later in restoration. The daily average across all strategies results in higher rates early
and lower rates after day two or three. Additionally, the ABM gives a “best case” scenario.
Crews are assumed to have all materials, knowledge, and skills to make a repair. Each outage is
assumed to be ready for crews to begin work as soon as they arrive. Therefore, there is no lost
time to acquire additional materials, change crew assignments based on fault type or wait for a
tree crew to clear the area. These three factors would also reduce the repair rate by introducing
less efficiency. Although having more differentiation between crew types, materials on hand, and
road clearing would make the model more realistic, it would also make the model much more
complex. ABMs are designed to be a bottom-up approach (An, 2012). The developer continues
to add complexity without over constraining the model. The goal of an ABM is to keep it as
simple as possible to investigate the impacts individual parameters can have. Results from
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(Walsh et al., 2018) showed that the ABM was able to recreate the validation storms without the
added levels of agent-type, and that simplification was carried over to this model version.
Table 3-4: Repair rates for the results of ABM replicated Sandy2012 restoration. The simulation used
Sandy2012 outage counts and locations and the Sandy2012 crew locations and counts. The “Actual”
column represents the average repair rate across all Area Work Centers from Table 3-3.

Most
Nearest with
Fastest
Customers
radius

Fastest with
radius

Fastest most
customers

Daily
Average

6.39

6.57

6.24

4.2

2.28

3.71

3.46

3.68

2.93

2.1

2.23

2.8

2.71

2.77

2.49

2.2

2.07

2.18

2.21

1.95

2.2

2.14

5

2.17

2.15

2.23

1.58

1.66

1.58

1.89

6

2.21

2.17

2.19

1.48

1.5

1.51

1.84

7

2.08

1.98

2.06

1.15

1.38

1.14

1.63

8

1.34

1.56

1.29

1.18

1.03

1.18

1.26

9

0

0.03

0

0

0

0

0.01

Strategy
Average

2.07

2.02

2.07

2.56

2.53

2.54

2.3

Day

Nearest

1

2.01

1.94

2.05

2

2.25

2.2

3

2.32

4

This study utilizes the outage predictions from Wanik et al. 2018 study. Wanik used six
numerical weather simulations from Weather Research and Forecasting model (Wanik et al.,
2018) based on different convective parameterization schemes (Goddard, Morris, NOTCFLX,
WDM6, CNTRL and ENS) and three machine learning algorithms (random forest, gradient
boosted trees, and Bayesian additive regression trees) to predict the number of outages per 2
kilometer grid across the state of Connecticut for one utility company. Each town is comprised of
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multiple 2-km grid cells, so outages were aggregated for each town and the total outages are
randomly placed in each town. Two sets of input variables were used to develop the Sandy2112
scenarios: one with full weather variables including wind and precipitation and a second using
only the wind variables. The precipitation increases were substantial in the Sandy2112
predictions. In case the precipitation variable was overwhelming the machine learning prediction
due to the extreme values, the outage prediction models were run again without the precipitation
variables. Because there were differences in the number of outages predicted, both sets were
used as inputs for the ABM to represent multiple extreme event outage scenarios. It is unknown
which, if any, Sandy2112 scenario would happen. Using the range of predictions gives
emergency managers a range of scenarios to be prepared for because each scenario would require
different resources. In 2012 there were 16,460 outages for this utility company. Although the
OPM results include the CNTRL weather simulations, CNTRL has been excluded as an input for
the ABM, reducing the six weather simulations down to five. With five WRF simulation models,
three machine learning algorithms and two sets of input variables, 30 different Sandy2112
scenarios were used, exhibiting total outages ranging from 13,372 to 34,630. Using three
different crew search strategies, 90 different ABM scenarios were run. Using the ABM with 90
different parameter combinations is similar to experiencing 90 different storms. Each simulation
will have different results, all which can be used to build knowledge on the impacts storm size
and crew allocation have on the restoration time. The direct input of outage prediction model
results is a novel approach that allows emergency managers to test different decisions and
investigate the impacts those decisions have on the restoration.
Wanik et al. (2018) notes that each Sandy2112 scenario resulted in different storm paths
and different magnitudes of weather variables. The different storm tracks are accounted for in the
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ABM by the number of outages predicted per town. The outage prediction model works at a
more granular scale (2-kilometer grids), but it is assumed that the most directly hit areas will
experience more outages. Although the ABM assigns outages on a town level and crews on an
area work center level, the final output is the statewide ETR. One key finding from Wanik et al.
(2018) was that most Sandy2112 scenarios showed an increase in the number of outages, but
there were four storm/machine learning model combinations that had a decrease in the number of
outages predicted: a) Goddard scheme with boosted trees and full weather variables, b) Goddard
scheme with boosted trees and wind variables only, c) Goddard scheme with Bayesian additive
regression trees and wind variables only, and d) Morris scheme with boosted additive regression
trees and full weather variables. These four scenarios with reduced outages show that changes in
weather in the future may change the path of the storm or the storm intensity, resulting in less
outages in the study area. Wanik found that random forest had the highest change in outages,
followed by Bayesian additive regression trees and then by boosted trees. It is expected that the
models with the most outages will have the longest ETRs and the least outages will have the
shortest ETRs. Again, the use of the 30 different scenarios is intended to develop a range in
estimated time to restoration based on the range in predicted outages from the different models
used.
2.2 Results
In this part of the study we explore how the changes in the number of outages will change
the overall restoration time for the storm. The resources were held constant across the ABM
simulations – the number of crews working does not increase. As expected, the estimated time to
restoration increased with an increase in the number of outages and as crew counts were held
constant. The only variables changing in each run is the number and location of outages. The
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storm track changes are represented by the changes in the location of the outages. Outages are
summed per town and randomly located on roadways within that town. Crews are set to specific
area work centers and the number of crews working corresponds to the historic restoration of
Sandy2012, shown in Table 3-1. Crew counts are forward filled (continuing indefinitely) from
the last value per AWC in cases where ABM simulations extend beyond the 11-day crew counts
from Sandy2012.
Panels A, B, and C in Figure 3-4 show the variability of predicted outages by the
different WRF convective parameterizations, machine learning algorithms and weather inputs
used in outage prediction modeling, and the red horizontal line shows the Sandy2012 outages.
Panels D, E, and F show the estimated ETR for each number of outages, grouped by the same
WRF models, machine learning algorithms and weather parameters as panels A, B, and C. The
boxplots for number of outages and the corresponding predicted ETR are similarly shaped and
show the same pattern. Because of the corresponding shapes between the two boxplots, we
hypothesize that the number of outages and ETR are linearly related. Table 3-9 in Appendix A
summarizes the number of predicted outages and ETR for each Sandy2112 scenario.
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Figure 3-4: A: Predicted number of outages for each Sandy2112 scenario grouped by the machine
learning algorithm used. B: Predicted number of outages for each Sandy2112 scenario grouped by the
weather input variables used. C: Predicted number of outages for each Sandy2112 scenario grouped by
the WRF Simulation used. The red horizontal lines indicate the Sandy2012 outages D: Predicted ETR (in
hours) for each Sandy2112 scenario grouped by the machine learning algorithm used. E: Predicted ETR
(in hours) for each Sandy2112 scenario grouped by the weather input variables used. F: Predicted ETR (in
hours) for each Sandy2112 scenario grouped by the WRF Simulation used. The red horizontal lines
indicate the Sandy2012 restoration time. The machine learning and WRF simulations showed statistically
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significant differences between their respective groups, while the weather inputs had no significant effect
on the ETR.

To test our hypothesis of linearity, each number of predicted outages corresponds to one
of the 30 Sandy2112 scenarios (summarized in Table 3-9 in Appendix A). Each scenario has
three different predicted ETRs, one for each search strategy: nearest outage, fastest repair time
and fastest repair time within a radius of the nearest outage. Figure 3-5 highlights how the
number of outages and the chosen search strategy affects the final ETR. The fastest repair time
tends to have a longer ETR than nearest outage and fastest within radius. The Kendall Rank
correlation coefficient for nearest outage is 0.9448, fastest repair time is 0.9206 and fastest
within radius is 0.9700 and the regression equation for each strategy is shown below the legend
of Figure 3-5. Each of the Kendall’s correlation coefficients represent a high correlation and
linear trend between the number of outages and the predicted restoration time. Kendall Rank
correlation was used because the fastest within radius strategy indicated heteroscedasticity,
requiring use of a nonparametric test. Additionally, the small sample size was another reason to
use the Kendall’s Rank correlation. The black dot, which represents the Sandy2012 outages and
restoration time, lies below the ABM ETR estimates indicating that the ABM slightly
overestimates the predicted ETR.
Previous studies from Hines et al. (2008, 2009) and Carreras et al. (2016) found
insignificant correlation between blackout size and duration. However, previous studies are
observations of different storms that have many different variables, including both the number of
outages and the number of crews working. Using the ABM allows us to take away one of those
dimensions, the number of crews, to find a simplification and now a linear relationship in the
number of outages (representing size of the storm) and restoration duration. Our assumption of
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equal crew resources per scenario reduces one aspect of the variability seen in practice as
previous studies compared only blackout durations and size without considering crew counts for
each restoration. This linear relationship shows that the number of crews must change as the
number of outages changes to prevent a change in the ETR. The simplification of the ABM
allows us to study the impacts of one parameter before adding variability of multiple parameters.

Figure 3-5: ETR vs Number of Outages, differentiated by search strategy used in ABM. High Pearson’s
correlation coefficients indicate a high correlation and linear trend between number of outages and
predicted restoration time. The black dot represents the Sandy 2012 outages and restoration time.

In addition to comparing the final ETR, the restoration curve for each strategy can be
investigated. Figure 3-3 showed the curve in terms of thousands of customers remaining without
power for Sandy2012 whereas Figure 3-6 shows the number of outages remaining for the
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WDM6 WRF simulation and boosted tree machine learning algorithm with precipitation and
wind input variables for Sandy2112. The ABM does not include customer predictions, therefore
the restoration curve in terms of customers effected cannot be compared. Figure 3-6 shows the
difference in the search strategies and the average of all three throughout restoration. Results
prove our third hypothesis and shows differences among the search strategies. Specifically,
crews going to the fastest repair time outage within a radius of the nearest outage (fastest-withinradius) and the nearest outage strategies consistently have the shortest ETRs. Crews going to the
fastest repair time resulted in the longest overall ETR. By using the fastest repair time strategy,
crews may spend more time travelling, but they also save the long duration outages until the end.
When the repair time is not included in the prioritization, such as in the nearest outage strategy,
there can be more overlap in the order. Some crews will have quick repairs and others will have
longer. The differences in those repair times will prevent a step-like curve from forming, which
can be seen in the fastest repair time strategy in Figure 3-6. The fastest repair time search
strategy tends to result in a long tail at the end of the restoration where there are only a few
outages remaining, but those few outages have long repair times. The fastest within radius
strategy has the shortest ETR and the steepest slope. The fastest strategy starts close to the fastest
within radius strategy but has a longer tail at the end, resulting in a longer overall ETR. The
nearest outage strategy reduces the number of outages the slowest at the beginning of a storm but
begins to drop off about halfway through restoration and finishes with a restoration time close to
the fastest within radius strategy. Figure 3-6 shows the restoration curve for the Sandy2112
scenario with WDM6 WRF simulation and boosted tree machine learning algorithm with wind
and precipitation input variables, but the overall shape of the three search strategies is consistent
across all Sandy2112 scenarios. In practice, the restoration process does not have clearly defined
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search strategies like what was used in the ABM. The definition of search strategies in the ABM
can be one way to study optimization of the restoration process and is what separates the ABM
from other stochastic approaches. If there are significant differences between strategies,
emergency managers can target that strategy once outages are made safe and priority locations
have been restored.

Figure 3-6: Restoration of individual outages over time with all three search strategies for the WDM6
WRF simulation and boosted tree machine learning algorithm with precipitation and wind input variables.

Figure 3-7 compares the range of ETRs for each search strategy, along with the average of the
three. A Shapiro-Wilkes test for each strategy determined the range of ETRs to be normally
distributed, but due to the small sample size a nonparametric test will be used. A Kruskal-Wallis
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test resulted in a p-value < 0.001, indicating differences between the medians of the search
strategies and historic value (169 hours). To determine which groups were different, a pairwise
Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was used. Table 3-5 presents the results. The small p-values (p <
0.05) lead to rejecting the null hypothesis and concluding that the medians of each group is
different. In this experiment the number of crews were held constant for all strategies and all
storms. The significant difference between strategies exemplifies the value of using an ABM
over a linear model and proves our third hypothesis correct. However, restoration in practice
does not strictly follow one strategy versus another. There is a mix of strategies along with
several safety protocols in place. The use of the strategies in the ABM can guide emergency
managers in the range of time to expect for restoration. For example, if crews were to follow
more closely the fastest within radius strategy, the ETR would be the shortest. If crews went by
the fastest outage strategy, the ETR would be the longest. And if managers were to take an
average of all three strategy ETRs, the modeled time would be somewhere in the middle. Beyond
using the ABM as a predictive tool, the ABM can be utilized after a storm to test how the
restoration could have been impacted by using different strategies. Implementing the ABM in
this way allows for the use of the actual outage locations and emergency managers can determine
if other decisions could have had better restoration results. Again, this use of the ABM can allow
emergency managers to adapt to climate change as storm intensities and patterns change.
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Table 3-5: Results of pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for the three search strategies, the average,
and the historic restoration for Sandy2112 with Sandy2012 crews. A Kruskal-Wallis test resulted in a pvalue < 0.001, indicating statistically significant differences between groups. The pairwise Wilcoxon
Signed Rank Test indicates significant differences in the medians of each group (all p-values < 0.05).

Average

Fastest

Fastest with radius

Historic

1.9e-08

-

-

-

1.1e-05

1.9e-08

-

-

Historic

1.9e-08

1.1e-05

1.1e-05

-

Nearest

1.1e-05

1.1e-05

9.3e-05

6.5e-08

Fastest
Fastest with
radius
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Figure 3-7: ABM predicted ETRs for Sandy2112 simulations with Sandy2012 crew counts. Each box
represents different search strategies and the average of those three. Pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test
determined statistically significant differences between all four groups and the historic value.

3. Using the Predicted Estimated Time to Restoration to Increase Crews, Recalculate
Estimated Restoration Times, and Compare Restoration Rates
Section 3 will increase the crew counts by the percent change of the initial ETR over the
historic/goal ETR. This part of the study reintroduces the variability of crew counts that was
removed in Section 2. In practice, an emergency manager could set a goal ETR and continue to
increase crews by the percent change over the desired ETR to determine the number of crews
required. This dynamic increase is one of many possible methods to increase crews. Previous
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work by Walsh et al. (2018) used a sensitivity analysis to determine the number of crews where
additional crews would no longer improve the estimated restoration time. The study presented
here took the percent change approach as opposed to a full sensitivity analysis in order to test a
more dynamic approach based on the results from Section 2. A full sensitivity analysis would
take many model runs, which would greatly increase the time and computational demands. In a
storm scenario, a more targeted crew increase method could be more beneficial to emergency
managers. Available crews are one of the most limited factors during storm restoration. Utilities
have a set number of crews and all are working during the restoration following extreme storms.
Utilities also have access to mutual assistance crews that can travel from other areas to assist in
restoration. The problem with widespread extreme storms is that mutual assistance crews may
need to travel very far distances, sometimes travelling across the country. The method proposed
in this paper assumes all desired crews are available when needed.
3.1 Methods
This study looks at increasing the number of crews during the Sandy2112 restoration
process as if there is no limit on the number of crews available. Daily crew counts per AWC
were known for Sandy2012. For each Sandy2112 scenario, the percent change in the estimated
ETR of the average of all three search strategies from Section 2 was used as the percent change
for the daily crew counts per AWC. Table 3-1 shows the initial crew counts and Table 3-6 shows
the increased crew counts for the WDM6 WRF simulation and BART machine learning with
wind and precipitation inputs, which had the greatest average percent change in ETR of 125.7%
for the average of the three search strategies. Similar tables were created for each of the 30
different Sandy2112 scenarios. Figure 3-8 illustrates the increased crew counts for the same
WDM6 WRF simulation and BART machine learning with wind and precipitation inputs. Initial
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values were based on Table 3-1 and increased by 125% per AWC per day, as shown in Table 36. Crew counts after day 11 were forward filled (repeating a value indefinitely into the future).
By using the average of the three search strategies it is expected that the ETR will not be
perfectly reduced to the Sandy2012 value but should be close to the original. From reintroducing
the crew count variability, we expect to see less of a linear correlation between number of
outages and ETR.

Figure 3-8: Total crew counts for Sandy2012 (black) and Sandy2112 with increased crews (red). The
crew counts per AWC per day were dynamically increased for each storm scenario by the percent change
of the predicted ETR over the goal ETR (169 hours). This set represents the Sandy2112 scenario of
WDM6 WRF simulation with BART machine learning algorithm and weather inputs of wind and
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precipitation. This scenario had a predicted ETR increase of 125% over the historic 169-hour restoration,
resulting in crews being increased by 125% per AWC per day. Exact values can be seen in Table 3-6. The
values after the 11th day were forward filled until ABM replicated restoration was complete.
Table 3-6: Increased crew counts for the WDM6 WRF simulation with BART machine learning
algorithm and weather inputs of wind and precipitation. Using the crew counts from Table 3-1 resulted in
an ETR of 381.5 hours, which is a 125.7% increase. Crew counts were increased by 125.7% to the values
shown below for each day and AWC location.

29Oct

30Oct

31Oct

1Nov

2Nov

3Nov

4Nov

5Nov

6Nov

7Nov

8Nov

AWC1

110

106

104

93

95

83

89

53

22

43

49

AWC2

62

46

32

32

96

105

66

32

25

33

27

AWC3

74

81

84

84

111

74

29

25

28

71

103

AWC4

1

9

16

16

16

16

11

5

5

6

5

AWC5

29

20

17

17

13

6

6

6

6

19

21

AWC6

59

68

78

127

182

270

326

128

34

53

103

AWC7

96

84

108

135

189

258

249

144

65

108

156

AWC8

64

87

102

331

296

355

336

351

348

222

109

AWC9

36

68

106

177

328

448

485

584

712

461

431

AWC10

34

37

37

37

42

29

18

16

16

39

52

AWC11

57

80

82

104

370

493

613

870

902

636

682

AWC12

95

84

90

91

116

66

45

40

29

31

40

AWC13

89

59

44

56

61

61

32

21

21

22

24

Total

808

830

900

1299 1917 2266 2305 2276 2214 1742 1802
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3.2 Results
As storms become stronger there may be uncertainty in the restoration process, especially
as the number of outages exceeds the experience of emergency managers. Utilizing the known
information from past storms, such as best-fit repair time range and the number of crews per area
work center, emergency managers can run the ABM to find the estimated time to restoration for
increased outages (as shown in Section 2). Once that time is known based on the past resources,
the number of crews can be increased by the percent change from the desired ETR and the ABM
can be run again. The study showed that by increasing crews by the same percentage over the
desired ETR results in an ETR closer to the goal. Although this crew increase method is not
completely feasible in practice given limitations on available crews, it can give managers a place
to start from. If crew counts are known for incoming crews throughout the restoration, managers
can run the ABM with the added information to get more situation-specific results.
The goal of the increased crew counts was to reduce the predicted ETR back to the
historic 169-hour restoration of Sandy 2012. Figure 3-9 shows that the predicted ETRs have been
decreased from Figure 3-7. Table 3-10 in Appendix B lists the new predicted ETR for each
scenario. A Shapiro-Wilkes test determined the groups of search strategies to not be normally
distributed, along with the small sample size. Therefore, a Kruskal-Wallis test resulted in a pvalue < 0.001, indicating significant differences in the median between groups. A two-tailed
pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test comparing the three search strategies and average of the
three vs. the historic restoration was conducted (Table 3-7). The results show that the median of
the nearest and fastest within radius search strategies are not statistically significantly different
than the historic ETR, which means the increase in crews would be able to restore power by 169
hours. This reduction in ETR shows how the ABM can be used to adjust crew allocations in
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order to reach a goal restoration time. In contrast, the medians of the fastest search strategy and
average of all three strategies are still significantly different than the historic restoration. The pvalue of 0.71987 between the nearest outage strategy and the fastest within radius strategy prove
our hypothesis of differences in ETR for different search strategies false. In this case, having
adequate crews reduces the differences in ETR across search strategies. However, the increase in
crew counts was not enough to result in no significant differences for the fastest outage strategy.
In this case, our hypothesis is still correct that there is a difference in ETR between search
strategy. The hypothesis of search strategies resulting in different restoration times is true when
resources are not adequate (Section 2), but false when there are adequate resources (Section 3).
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Figure 3-9: ABM predicted ETRs for Sandy2112 simulations with increased crew counts. Each box
represents different search strategies and the average of all three strategies. Pairwise Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test determined the nearest and fastest with radius (FWR) strategies to not be statistically different
than Sandy 2012 (169 hours, red line), which means the scaling of crews during Sandy 2112 would be
enough to restore power. The other two methods were significantly different than Sandy 2012 – indicating
that more crews would be needed to restore power.
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Table 3-7: Results of pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for the three search strategies, the average and
the historic restoration for Sandy2112 with increased crews. A Kruskal-Wallis test resulted in a p-value <
0.001, indicating statistically significant differences between groups. The pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank
Test indicates significant differences in the medians of each group (all p-values < 0.05) except for fastest
with radius/historic, fastest with radius/nearest and historic/nearest.

Average

Fastest

Fastest with radius

Historic

Fastest

1.8e-05

-

-

-

Fastest with radius

1.4e-04

2.1e-05

-

-

Historic

1.49e-03

6.8e-05

0.71987

-

Nearest

8.5e-05

1.8e-05

0.71987

0.40627

Now comparing the number of outages and ETR for each of the 90 ABM model runs
results in Figure 3-10. By reintroducing variability in the number of crews, the strong linear
correlation is lost. However, in this case the number of crews indirectly depends on the size of
the storm and were intentionally chosen to result in an ETR close to the historic 169 hours. The
previous studies conducted by Hines et al. [9,28] and Carreras et al. [29] did not include any
information on number of crews, but the data was direct observations from historic storms. The
results from Figure 3-9 and Table 3-7 showed no significant difference between the nearest and
fastest within radius search strategies, which can also be seen in Figure 3-10 by the overlap of
those two strategies whereas the fastest strategy is still separated. The Kendall’s Rank correlation
coefficients were 0.472 for the nearest strategy, 0.393 for the fastest within radius strategy, and
0.439 for the fastest repair time strategies. Although the p-value still indicates a significant
correlation, the p-values are reduced from the original values of 0.9448, 0.9700, and 0.9206,
respectively, from Section 2. In this example, the variability in crew counts decreased the pvalue for each search strategy. This method used the number of outages to determine the crew
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counts, but in practice there is more variability, which most likely causes the lack of correlation
between blackout size and duration found by [9,28,29]. Some of the variability could be from
limited access to crews and having to work only with what is available. Additionally, a historic
restoration would not have the separate search strategies that were tested in the ABM. The crew
counts in this section were “ideal”, as compared to a true restoration where crew access is much
more limited. Reintroducing the variation in crew counts creates more noise in the correlation
between ETR and number of outages, which better represents the variability found in historic
restorations.

Figure 3-10. ETR vs Number of Outages for increased crew counts, differentiated by search strategy used
in ABM. Kendall’s correlation coefficients indicate a correlation and linear trend between number of
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outages and predicted restoration time. The black dot represents the Sandy 2012 outages and restoration
time.

Additionally, the range of predicted ETRs for each strategy was reduced for the increased
crew experiments. Table 3-8 shows the mean, standard deviation, median and interquartile range
for each strategy and the average of all three for Sandy2112 with Sandy2012 crews and
Sandy2112 with increased crews. Increasing crew counts lowered the mean and medians from
the initial ETR predictions down closer to the historic. The order of the groups remained the
same, but the increase of crew counts resulted in no significant difference between the medians
of fastest within radius/Historic, fastest within radius/nearest, and Nearest/Historic. The
increased crew counts were enough to reduce nearest and fastest within radius to the historic
values and each other, but the fastest strategy and average of all three are still statistically
significantly different from the historic. In addition, the standard deviation and IQR for each
group was reduced. In Section 2 (Sandy2012 crew counts), the standard deviations ranged from
53.9 to 71.7, but in Section 3 (increased crews) the standard deviations were reduced to a range
of 11.9 to 18.3. This reduction brought the standard deviation from two to three days down to
less than one day. This reduction in standard deviation (and Interquartile range) shows that the
ABM results can vary significantly based on the number of crews available compared to the
number of outages predicted. With less available crews and more outages, the standard deviation
in predicted ETRs will be greater. However, although the crew counts were consistent across all
Sandy2112 scenarios in Section 2, the crew counts varied in Section 3. The crew counts
indirectly depended on the number of outages predicted for each scenario. If the crew counts
were the same for all Sandy2112 increased crew experiments there may be more variability in
ETRs, similar to Section 2.
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Table 3-8: Summary of the mean, standard deviation, median and interquartile range for each of the
search strategies, average of all three and historic restoration for both Sandy2112 with Sandy2012 crews
and Sandy2112 with increased crew counts.
Sandy2012 Crews

Increased Crews

Strategy

Mean

SD

Median

IQR

Mean

SD

Median

IQR

Average

259

59.6

252

82.5

178

12.4

179

9.69

Fastest

297

71.7

293

94.8

199

18.3

202

13

Fastest with
radius

237

53.9

228

74.9

168

11.9

170

10.4

Nearest

245

53.9

234

71.8

170

12.6

170

6.12

Historic

169

-

169

-

169

-

169

-

4. Metrics Beyond ETR: Outage Durations and Time to Reach Percentiles
Emergency managers are interested in restoration metrics beyond just the statewide ETR.
Outage durations and restoration milestones can give managers another checkpoint during
restoration. The distribution of outage durations could be another interesting outcome to look at.
Outage durations for Historic Sandy2012 and Sandy2112 with increased crews will be
compared. Sandy2012 durations are based only on the recorded outages and durations from the
utility company. Figure 3-11 shows the frequency of outage durations for historic Sandy2012
and crew increased Sandy2112. Historic Sandy2012 had a high number of outages with very
short durations. This could be influenced by intentional outages to make safe repairs where
customers that had not lost power from the storm were temporarily shut off, a repair made, and
then power turned back on. The ABM does not capture any outages that occur after the start of
the storm - all outages are modeled as occurring at the start of restoration. The overall shape of
the durations looks to be cyclical. More crews are working during the day and less crews at
night, resulting in more outages ending during daytime hours and less during nighttime.
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Sandy2112 with increased crews had a range of durations similar to historic Sandy2012, but the
frequency of duration times increased. Again, this is because Sandy2112 had increased outage
numbers over Sandy2012. The outage durations are not equal to the repair time. The outage
duration is from the outage report time until restoration completion. In reality, outages are called
in by customers or discovered by utility crews and can be added to the count at any time,
resulting in staggered outage start times. However, the ABM outages are only added at the
beginning: therefore, the outage duration is from the start of the simulation (time = 0) until the
outage is repaired and may be longer than what’s recorded in the Outage Management System.
The historic Sandy2012 start times were normalized to the start of the storm to match the results
from the ABM simulations. The durations shown here are the sum of the start time plus the
outage duration.
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Figure 3-11: Histograms of outage durations for Sandy2012 historic restoration and Sandy2112 with
increased crews. The cyclical patterns represent that more crews are working during the day than
nighttime – therefore more outages are repaired during the daytime than nighttime.

Another way to look at the results is to compare the time to reach different milestones
along restoration. For example, we were interested in whether the 25 th, 50th, 75th or final
restoration times would shift for different scenarios. However, the time it takes to reach these
milestones are usually measured in number of customers without power. Currently the ABM
does not incorporate estimated customers affected per outage because the outages are predicted
at 2km or town resolution and depending on location of the outage, a different number of
customers would be affected. Figure 3-12 shows the time it takes to reach each of those
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percentiles in terms of outages repaired for the ABM replicated Sandy2012, Sandy2112 with
Sandy2012 crews and Sandy2112 with increased crews. As expected, the time to reach each
percentile is lower for the increased crew counts and higher for the Sandy2012 crew counts. The
difference between the three ABM results are smaller for the 25th percentile and the differences
between groups increases more with each percentile. ABM replicated Sandy2012 and Sandy2112
with Sandy2012 crews have similar ranges for the 25th percentile and the mean, but then the
75th percentile and total restoration time for Sandy2012 are lower than Sandy2112 with
Sandy2012 crews. Early in restoration crews are inundated with outages to repair. ABM
replicated Sandy2012 and Sandy2112 with Sandy2012 crew counts have the same number of
crews working at each timestep. It is expected that Sandy2112 with increased crews has a lower
anticipated time to reach each milestone because the additional crews will be able to repair more
outages. Tracking the time it takes to reach each percentile goal can give emergency managers
“check-in” points during the restoration process. If those percentiles are not within a desired
range, the number of crews can be increased and run again.
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Figure 3-12: Comparison of the restoration time for the 25th, 50th, 75th and total outage percentiles for
the ABM replicated Sandy2012, Sandy2112 with Sandy2012 crew counts and Sandy2112 with increased
crews. The increased crews for Sandy2112 reduced the ETRs, as expected.

5. Discussion
This study was conducted as a continuation of the proof-of-concept presented by Wanik
et al. (2018). Previous power outage restoration models are limited in the parameters that can be
varied, but the ABM allows several parameters to be varied to determine the impact on the ETR.
Furthermore, previous restoration models were not combined with a power outage prediction
model. The combination of predicted outages and simulated restoration can provide emergency
managers with new tools as they prepare for, and learn from, climate enhanced storms. The
ABM uses simplifications to make the simulation usable without over constraining. Therefore,
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there are some decisions in the ABM that do not fully reflect the current practice in utility
restoration. The goal was to study the impacts of increased outages that a Sandy2112 scenario
could have on the restoration time if resources were not changed. This framework can be
generalized to any future storm for planning purposes. The intention was to show that coupled
systems of outage prediction and agent-based modeling could increase the simulation resources
available to emergency managers as they prepare for increased storm intensity. As power outage
prediction is more common and widely used, strategic models such as an ABM can utilize those
predictions to test the restoration process with anticipated crew counts. The driving factors in
restoration are the number of outages and the number of crews available. Access to an ABM
could allow emergency managers to test their proposed resources when faced with storm damage
unlike what they have seen in the past. Additionally, utilities can adjust outage repair times based
on their past data. We used a uniform distribution of 1 to 8-hour repair times.
The ABM initiates all outages at the start of the simulation instead of having differing
start times as customers report new outages. This difference may result in seemingly longer
outage durations whereas in reality there are differences in start times as well as restored times.
Restoration curves typically have a ramp up phase as outages are discovered and then a peak
number of customers affected within the first day after restoration begins. The ABM starts
restoration at that peak number. As mentioned previously, in restoration there is sometimes an
electricity shutoff to allow crews to make safe repairs, which is not captured by the ABM. Those
shutoffs cause a temporary rise in customers without power, but then there is a quick decrease in
customers affected once the power is safely restored. Those temporary outages would have short
outage durations compared to the outages that began at the onset of restoration and those short
outage durations will cause the high spike in frequencies seen in Figure 3-10 for historic
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Sandy2012. Another limitation in the ABM is the exclusion of priority restoration locations.
Utilities have specific locations, such as hospitals, that must be prioritized if power is lost. The
version of the model used in this study does not include those points. However, in the model
update described in Section 2.1, a sensitivity test was conducted. Five randomly placed “priority”
locations were initiated in setup. If any of those locations were deemed an outage, crews must
repair that outage before using the regular search strategy. As with any storm, the priority points
were not guaranteed outages. Outages are randomly located in the model, so the setup identifies
outages that have been placed on those priority locations. Results showed that the five outage
locations per town had minimal impact on the estimated time to restoration and restoration curve.
Future work could investigate using the full list of priority locations to make the simulation more
realistic.
Due to the high granularity of the outage prediction model, Wanik et al. [11] investigated
changes in outages by location. In this study we chose to keep the distribution of crews the same
as Sandy2012. The ABM could be utilized by emergency managers to study changes in crew
locations. If counties are expecting more damage, crews could be moved from an area that is
expected to see less damage. However, utilities are hesitant to move crews before a storm occurs,
but the changes could be studied in the ABM with moving the crews one day after restoration
begins. We chose one simple crew increase strategy to present in this study, but the ABM could
be run to test a wide range of changes in crews. The relocation of crews to other area work
centers could be adjusted based on changes in the weather forecast.
The increase in crew counts was conducted for the average percent change of the three
search strategies for Section 2. As seen in Figures 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6, the fastest outages search
strategy had the longest predicted ETR compared to the nearest and fastest within radius search
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strategy. The percent change from the historic ETR represented the average of all three search
strategies. Therefore, the change would be more than 1:1 for nearest and fastest within radius,
but less than 1:1 for the fastest outage strategy. Continuing with the example of the WDM6 WRF
model with BART machine learning algorithm and both wind and precipitation inputs, the
individual percent changes for each search strategy were 105, 106 and 165 percent for the fastest
within radius, nearest outage and fastest repair time, respectively. Crew counts were increased by
the average of 125%. These numbers, along with Figure 3-9 also shows some non-linearity in
increased crews compared to the ETR. Both the nearest and fastest within radius still had
medians that fell slightly above the historic restoration time but were not statistically
significantly different from the historic restoration. Reaching those ETRs required the use of
greater than a 1:1 ratio of crew increase. Future experiments could investigate using different
crew counts for each strategy. Maybe using the exact 1:1 ratio could keep the ETR statistically
the same as the historic, or maybe it would be too high. Using the average of the three strategies
above desired ETR was used to simplify the model inputs, as well as account for differences of
restoration in practice. As stated, the ABM gives the user the ability to study one strategy
explicitly, but this is unrealistic in practice. The average was proposed as a “middle ground” of
the three different strategies.
Wanik et al. (2018) found that the different combinations of machine learning algorithm,
WRF simulation and weather inputs used resulted in varied outage predictions. While there is
uncertainty in which scenario will be most likely in the future, using this range of predictions can
be beneficial to emergency managers to increase resiliency in extreme storms. The predicted
ETR is strongly correlated to the number of outages. The impact of increased crew counts was
tested to determine the effect on final ETR. The percent change of ETR over the historic 169
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hours was used to calculate the percent change of crews to use for each scenario. Thirty different
Sandy2112 scenarios were tested and 30 different crew allocation simulations were used (one for
each scenario, based on the average percent change in ETR of the three search strategies). The
goal of the increased crew experiment was to investigate whether the ETR could be reduced back
to the historic ETR. The nearest outage and fastest with radius search strategies produced a range
of ETRs where the medians were not statistically different from the historic value. However,
fastest outages strategy and average of all three strategies were still significantly different than
the historic 169 hours. Although the fastest outage and average of all three strategies were still
statistically significantly different, the medians were reduced from 293 and 252 hours down to
202 and 179 hours, respectively. Future work could explore whether more variation in the
increased crew counts could reduce the differences in medians among the ABM search strategies
more to result in the fastest strategy no longer being statistically different from the goal ETR.
Differences in crew requirements for each strategy to reach the goal ETR could give emergency
managers a range of desired resources.
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the coupled system of outage prediction modeling and
agent-based modeling for estimating the time to restoration can aid emergency managers as they
face new restoration challenges. Specifically, the ABM can be beneficial to emergency managers
in resiliency Zones 1 through 4 (resiliency zones proposed by (Henry & Ramirez-Marquez,
2016)). In Zone 1 emergency managers can use the ABM with the predicted outages to test plans
as the storm system is predicted. During Zones 2 and 3 emergency managers can update both the
outage counts and crew counts in the ABM to calculate new estimates as both damages and
resources are changing. Lastly, the ABM can be utilized in Zone 4 to test other scenarios or to
prepare for future storms. This study is one example of utilizing the ABM in Zone 4. Although
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Hurricane Sandy occurred eight years ago, the damages and resources are being used to continue
preparing for a changing environment. The ABM has the ability to mirror actual storm damage.
This virtual environment can produce limitless combinations of outages and damage.
Additionally, the ABM can then be used with many different strategies to repair each of those
combinations. A coupled system such as this outage prediction and power outage restoration
model can become a training tool for managers as storm damage exceeds their experience. This
study highlights the novelty of using an ABM for power outage restoration over stochastic
models. The ability to study individual parameters or multiple parameters at a time can provide
insight for emergency managers on the interactions of multiple decisions.
6. Conclusions
Resiliency, or the ability of an electrical system to return to its fully functional state, is
key to timely restoration following extreme storms. Power outage models allow the expected
damage to be modeled as the storm is in its early forecast stages. Agent based models can be
coupled with outage prediction models to estimate the restoration time based on predicted
outages and available resources. Using the ABM while the storm is still being forecasted can aid
emergency managers in increasing resiliency of the system. Early estimations of the necessary
crews and resources can justify the use of mutual assistance crews and having them in route if
necessary.
This study found a linear relationship between the number of outages and the estimated
time to restoration when the number of crews is held constant. This finding, along with the
ability of the ABM to vary individual parameters can allow emergency managers to isolate
individual decisions in order to study the impact of each decision on ETR. Using the same crew
counts as Hurricane Sandy from 2012 for thirty different storm scenarios in the year 2112
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resulted in differences among search strategies and the historic goal restoration. Increasing the
crew counts based on the ABM predicted ETR resulted in two of the three strategies no longer
being statistically different from the historic restoration. The ability to model explicit search
strategies separates the ABM from previous research and makes this a novel study. The
strategies can allow for restoration optimization if utilities were to follow one specific strategy
more closely after outages are made safe and priority locations are restored. The study presented
highlights the use of the ABM as coupled with an outage prediction model during forecasting,
but the ABM could also be used for training and for understanding past storms. The ability of the
ABM to study the impacts that human decisions have on the restoration cannot be captured in
other stochastic restoration models.
Climate scientists predict stronger storms, which could leave utilities underprepared
when using their experience from past storms to make decisions for current storms. Agent-based
models coupled with outage prediction models can allow emergency managers to test resource
combinations prior to storm restoration. The geospatial nature of the ABM allows emergency
managers to run the simulation on the same scale they would make decisions in practice. Crews
can be assigned to specific work areas. This study highlighted one specific crew increase
strategy, but the model can be used to run many different strategies and reallocations of crews.
The addition of an agent-based model to weather forecasts and power outage prediction models
allow for a complete simulation of extreme storms and restoration all before the storm makes
landfall. This complete modeling system can be beneficial as storm intensities exceed the
experience of emergency managers. Storm restoration is a complex system but added resources
such as a coupled system of outage prediction and agent-based models can better prepare
decision makers for a changing climate.
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Appendix A: Results of Sandy2112 with Sandy2012 Crews
Table 3-9: List of results of ETR for each Sandy2112 scenario as the average of the three search
strategies used. The average predicted outages are across all three machine learning algorithms for each
WRF simulation and input variable set used. Sandy2012 crew counts were used.

Predicted ETR

Percent Change
from Historic
ETR

192.8

14.1

175.3

3.7

19132

219.3

29.7

Wind and
Precipitation

14840

178.4

5.6

BT

Wind and
Precipitation

20336

229.3

35.7

Morris
Scheme

RF

Wind and
Precipitation

32649

356.2

110.7

WDM6

BART

Wind and
Precipitation

34630

381.5

125.7

WDM6

BT

Wind and
Precipitation

23404

266.2

57.5

WDM6

RF

Wind and
Precipitation

27428

299

76.9

No TC Flux

BART

Wind and
Precipitation

25695

287.3

70

No TC Flux

BT

Wind and
Precipitation

23404

228.3

35.1

No TC Flux

RF

Wind and
Precipitation

27428

378.7

124.1

Ensemble

BART

Wind and
Precipitation

20103

231.5

37

254.5

50.6

WRF
simulation

Machine
Learning

Predicted
Outages

Weather Inputs

Goddard
Scheme

BART

Wind and
Precipitation

15781

Goddard
Scheme

BT

Wind and
Precipitation

13372

Goddard
Scheme

RF

Wind and
Precipitation

Morris
Scheme

BART

Morris
Scheme

Avg.
Predicted
Outages

16095

22608

28487

25509

25090
Ensemble

BT

Wind and
Precipitation

22182
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Ensemble

RF

Wind and
Precipitation

32986

361.3

113.8

Goddard
Scheme

BART

Wind

15215

186.7

10.5

Goddard
Scheme

BT

Wind

13753

171.8

1.7

Goddard
Scheme

RF

Wind

18357

215.8

27.7

Morris
Scheme

BART

Wind

20638

244.8

44.8

Morris
Scheme

BT

Wind

17717

207.9

23

Morris
Scheme

RF

Wind

27087

302.3

78.8

WDM6

BART

Wind

26384

299.2

77

WDM6

BT

Wind

21684

251.5

48.8

WDM6

RF

Wind

24557

278.9

65

No TC Flux

BART

Wind

23911

271.4

60.6

No TC Flux

BT

Wind

22072

252.4

49.4

No TC Flux

RF

Wind

27997

313.7

85.6

Ensemble

BART

Wind

17823

212.5

25.7

Ensemble

BT

Wind

20421

233.3

38.1

Ensemble

RF

Wind

26607

301.4

78.4
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15775

21814

24208

24660

21617

Appendix B: Results of Sandy2112 with Increased Crews
Table 3-10: Results for each Sandy2112 scenario including the percent increase in crews and percent
change from Sandy2012 Historic ETR.

Predicted
Outages

Average
Crews

Average
Predicted
ETR

Average Percent
Change in Crews

Percent Change
from Historic
ETR

BART

Wind and
Precipitation

15781

843

173.8

14.1

2.9

Goddard
Scheme

BT

Wind and
Precipitation

13372

767

173

3.8

2.4

Goddard
Scheme

RF

Wind and
Precipitation

19132

959

177.7

29.8

5.1

Morris
Scheme

BART

Wind and
Precipitation

14840

781

139.3

5.7

-17.6

Morris
Scheme

BT

Wind and
Precipitation

20336

1003

177.1

35.7

4.8

Morris
Scheme

RF

Wind and
Precipitation

32649

2857

138.1

286.6

-18.3

WDM6

BART

Wind and
Precipitation

34630

1669

174.6

125.8

3.3

WDM6

BT

Wind and
Precipitation

23404

1164

175.3

57.5

3.7

WDM6

RF

Wind and
Precipitation

27428

1308

178.9

77

5.9

No TC
Flux

BART

Wind and
Precipitation

25695

1258

185.6

70.2

9.8

No TC
Flux

BT

Wind and
Precipitation

19316

998

172.7

35

2.2

No TC
Flux

RF

Wind and
Precipitation

35144

1656

184.8

124.1

9.3

Ensemble

BART

Wind and
Precipitation

20103

1013

179.2

37.1

6

Ensemble

BT

Wind and
Precipitation

22182

1114

180.2

50.7

6.6

Ensemble

RF

Wind and
Precipitation

32986

1581

194.8

113.9

15.3

WRF
simulation

Machine
Learning

Weather Inputs

Goddard
Scheme

117

Goddard
Scheme

BART

Wind

15215

816

176.8

10.4

4.6

Goddard
Scheme

BT

Wind

13753

752

178.8

1.8

5.8

Goddard
Scheme

RF

Wind

18357

944

174.7

27.7

3.4

Morris
Scheme

BART

Wind

20638

1071

178.4

44.9

5.5

Morris
Scheme

BT

Wind

17717

909

178.5

23

5.6

Morris
Scheme

RF

Wind

27087

1322

191.8

78.9

13.5

WDM6

BART

Wind

26384

1309

191

77.1

13

WDM6

BT

Wind

21684

1100

178.8

48.8

5.8

WDM6

RF

Wind

24557

1220

188.3

65.1

11.4

No TC
Flux

BART

Wind

23911

1188

185.3

60.8

9.6

No TC
Flux

BT

Wind

22072

1104

185.3

49.4

9.7

No TC
Flux

RF

Wind

27997

1371

191

85.5

13

Ensemble

BART

Wind

17823

930

179

25.8

5.9

Ensemble

BT

Wind

20421

1021

182.4

38.2

7.9

Ensemble

RF

Wind

26607

1318

187.3

78.3

10.8
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Abstract
Across the globe, billions of people lack access to safe drinking water. Many different
point-of-use technologies have been developed that significantly reduce the disease-causing
pathogens found in untreated water. With many different technologies available, it can be
difficult to choose which technology to implement in specific areas. Beyond the cost of each
technology, the environmental impacts could bring additional harm to a community. Life Cycle
Assessments (LCA) are used to make comparisons across different technologies. This study uses
an LCA to compare boiling water, ceramic water filters, BioSand filters and point-of-use
chlorination as treatment options in the rural community of Thohoyandou, Limpopo Province,
South Africa utilizing previously published, open-access data. Global warming potential, water
use, energy use, smog formation, particulate matter and land use are the studied environmental
impacts. Results found that boiling had the most impact on energy use, global warming potential,
smog and land use; chlorination had the most impact on particulate matter and water use. A cost
comparison found boiling water to be most expensive at 0.053 USD per liter and chlorination to
be least expensive at 0.0005 USD per liter.
1. Introduction
Worldwide, 2.1 billion people do not have access to safe drinking water (UN, 2018).
Lack of access to safe drinking water can result in a lot of time being spent walking to water
access locations and carrying the water back (Gadgil, 1998). Furthermore, drinking untreated
water can result in preventable diseases, resulting in an average of 485,000 deaths (World Health
Organization, 2019a). When people collect their water directly from a source - whether a
groundwater well, lake or stream, the water is untreated and may contain pathogens.
Additionally, 2 billion people still lack access to basic sanitation facilities such as toilets or
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latrines and 673 million still defecate in the open, which can commonly contaminate local
drinking water sources (World Health Organization, 2019b). Point of use water treatment
systems can be beneficial in treating collected water and storing in the home This method can
reduce the risk of recontamination through use of proper storage (Quick et al., 1999).
Conversely, installing piped water systems in rural communities can be too expensive and create
unreliable water sources as population density increases (Mintz et al., 2001).
There are many different options for point of use water treatment systems. These systems
range in cost, materials required, knowledge to use, and treatment effectiveness. Three main
categories for treatment options are disinfection products, filtration systems and solar water
disinfection (T. T. F. Clasen et al., 2015). Examples of filtration systems are ceramic water filters
(Bielefeldt et al., 2009), BioSand filters (Stauber et al., 2006) and LifeStraw filters (Walters,
2008). Other common point of use technologies include mixed oxidant gas systems (Kerwick et
al., 2005), pasteurization (Fakhrul et al., 2006), UV disinfection (Brownell et al., 2008), and
ozone treatment (Upadhyayula et al., 2009). Clasen (2015) conducted a comparison of existing
trials for point of use water treatment systems. The trials focused on chlorination (30,746
participants), flocculation/disinfection (11,788 participants), filtration (15,582 participants) and
solar disinfection (3,460 participants) (T. T. F. Clasen et al., 2015). Following the most used
technologies, the study presented here will focus on two filter types (ceramic water filters and
BioSand filters) and chlorination using sodium hypochlorite. Additionally, boiling water will be
included because about half of the world’s population (around 3 billion people) rely on biomass
burned in the home for water treatment (Bruce et al., 2002).
Although point of use technologies have been widely tested, studied and implemented,
the continued use of technologies remains low in the developing world. One study found that
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although families experienced a 39% reduction in days with diarrhea, only 5% of families within
a study community were considered active repeat users of coagulant-flocculant when left to
continue regular water treatment on their own after intervention (Luby et al., 2008). Families
were provided with the water treatment during the study, but after the study were required to
purchase their own. Surveys of the community found that some said the cost was too high (Luby
et al., 2008). Other studies found that although families would use a treatment technology during
a study where consistent encouragement was provided, once the study ended families would
begin to revert to past habits (Quick et al., 1999). In the case of flocculant-disinfectant, after low
sales persisted in the study area of rural Guatemala, the manufacturing company discontinued
their marketing in that area (Luby et al., 2008). Another study found product unavailability, cost
of product and unwillingness to pay market price were barriers that prevent acceptance of point
of use technologies that consistently rely on the supply chain (Mark D. Sobsey et al., 2008). A
study conducted in South Africa found that 68.3 percent of households have a total income less
than 10,000 Rand (550 USD) per month (Oni et al., 2010). Introducing a water treatment
technology that has a high startup or maintenance cost could put an extra burden on families
already struggling. It is therefore imperative to assess the economic costs of different water
treatment technologies when considering their ultimate sustainability.
The goal of this study is to evaluate the sustainability of different point of use (POU)
water treatment options in developing countries using only secondary data from open-access
sources. We will do this by (1) comparing the environmental impacts of several highly used POU
water treatment technologies and (2) comparing the costs of different POU technologies. Our
baseline technology will be boiling water - it is widely used and an effective form of treatment
but can lead to deforestation, increased air pollution, increased carbon dioxide emissions and is
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detrimental to human health (T. Clasen et al., 2008). Typically, fires for cooking or boiling water
in the home are either open fires or in poorly functioning stoves, which can lead to many health
effects from poor indoor air quality (Bruce et al., 2002). Shifting away from boiling water to
other water treatment technologies could reduce the amount of time a fire is burning in the home,
but the question remains whether these other technologies could truly reduce the environmental
impacts. A life cycle assessment can answer the question of whether other technologies can be an
improvement over boiling water. We will assess boiling, chlorination, ceramic water filters and
BioSand filters.
2. Methods
Life Cycle Assessments can be broken into four steps: 1) Goal and scope definition; 2)
Life cycle inventory analysis (LCI); 3) Life cycle Impact Assessment, and; 4) Interpretation and
improvement analysis (Brent, 2003).
2.1 System Boundaries
This LCA is intended to focus on developing world impacts. For the purposes of this
study, we chose Limpopo Province in South Africa. However, the data was entirely collected
from EcoInvent (Wernet, 2016) and no work was conducted within South Africa. In rural,
developing areas such as Limpopo Province, people are highly vulnerable to environmental
degradation because they have limited environmental controls. Specifically, communal farming
is predominately practiced and highly prone to climatic conditions (Mmbengwa, 2015). Burning
wood releases nitrogen oxides, which reacts with sunlight to form photochemical smog. Nitrogen
oxides can pose a health risk because they are damaging to the respiratory system (Munalula &
Meincken, 2009). Carbon dioxide, methane and dinitrogen monoxide are all contributors to
global warming by absorbing infrared radiation instead of releasing that heat from the
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environment. Methane and nitrous oxides have been found to absorb infrared radiation much
more strongly than carbon dioxide (Lashof & Ahuja, 1990). The absorbed infrared radiation
leads to increased temperatures (Abdel-Khalik, 2000), which is expected to lead to changes in
precipitation. Extreme storms are expected to carry more rainfall, increasing floods, and rainfall
in midlatitudes is expected to become even more scarce (Speth, 1998). These global warming
enhanced weather changes are predicted to cause a 10 to 30 percent decrease in agricultural
production in Africa and Latin America (Watson, 2000). Carbon dioxide emissions have risen 35
to 40 percent since the middle of the 19th century (Bradley, 2000). Developed nations underwent
industrialization with no restrictions or policies against greenhouse gas emissions. Developing
nations are now beginning to industrialize but have new restrictions on greenhouse gas emissions
that were not in place for previous countries (UN, 1972). These restrictions are intended to
prevent the extreme increase in greenhouse gas emissions that developed countries experienced.
To address these smaller-scale conditions for developing countries to see how implementation of
new technologies impacts the environment, this LCA is focused on a local assessment rather than
a global assessment. As such, this study will be conducted as if a factory for each technology
exists in the town of Thohoyandou, located in the Limpopo Province of South Africa. It will be
assumed that filters are distributed from Thohoyandou to the entire province of Limpopo.
Products made outside of South Africa will be excluded. This study takes a more local approach
versus global approach because the impacts from these technologies will be comparatively
greater at the local scale versus the global scale given their small environmental impacts when
compared to many other products used in developed countries. Such LCAs can help to inform
policy decisions (Tukker, 2000) in areas such as aquaculture (Ford et al., 2012) and biomass
sources (Godard et al., 2013). Moreover, Ford (2012) highlights that environmental impact
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assessments may have more meaning at the local scale as they measure direct impacts on
ecosystems.
2.2 Goal and Scope Definition
The goal of this LCA is to conduct a comparative analysis across four different point of
use water technologies and compare their impacts in terms of energy use, global warming
potential, particulate matter, water use, smog production and land use. Energy use represents the
dependence on electricity, which primarily relies on fossil fuels. In South Africa, coal is a
primary energy source and can have significant impacts on the local environment and human
health (Friedrich et al., 2009; Munawer, 2018). In the case of boiling water, energy usage
represents burning the fuelwood, which can also lead to environmental and human health
impacts (Munalula & Meincken, 2009). Global warming potential is calculated based on the
emission of three greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and dinitrogen monoxide.
Global warming potential is an important factor because of how vulnerable developing nations
are to climate change (Churchill, Anthony A., Saunders, 1991). Particulate matter and smog
formation represent impacts on the air quality. Increases in both categories could lead to reduced
air quality and impacts on the population’s health (Peters, 2005; Rani et al., 2011). Water use
was chosen for two reasons. First, the use of water in industrial processes could lead to reduced
water quality from release of poorly treated greywater. Dungeni et al. (2010) found three out of
four wastewater treatment plants in the Gauteng Province of South Africa to have Escherichia
coli, Salmonella typhimurium and Vibrio cholerae present in the treated effluent (Dungeni et al.,
2010). Secondly, reliance on technologies with high water usage could become problematic as
water scarcity increases (Vairavamoorthy et al., 2007). Although the country is listed as water
stressed and not water scarce, 11 out of 19 Water Management Areas are in a water deficit
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(Otieno & Ochieng, 2004). Land use represents the amount of land that would be required for
specific materials. Reliance on a technology with a high land use could result in overuse of
resources, especially given the high rate of population growth in sub-Saharan Africa.
A regional-focused comparison based on the town of Thohoyandou in the Limpopo
Province of South Africa was conducted. Data was solely obtained from EcoInvent to model
each technology. This LCA was conducted using secondary data from EcoInvent because no
physical work was conducted in South Africa nor was primary data collected directly from
factories and processes used in the analysis It is acceptable in LCA to use secondary data
(Hawkins et al., 2013; Howe et al., 2013; Vahidi & Zhao, 2017). When necessary, factories and
source locations were chosen from local businesses in South Africa. The distance from
Thohoyandou and the products they carried were the primary factors when choosing which
suppliers to use. When possible, datasets in EcoInvent pertaining to South Africa were used.
Otherwise, the global approximations were used.
2.3 Functional Unit
In a comparative LCA, the functional unit is an important factor in making fair
comparisons across all technologies. The amount of water used per day per person varies greatly
from one location to another. The range of drinking water per day is from 2 to 5 liters per person
as a true minimum to support life in a temperate climate (Gleick, 1996). To be consistent with
previous studies (Ren et al., 2013), 2 liters per person per day was used. The 12-year lifespan of
the BioSand filter was used as the duration of the study because it is the technology with the
longest lifespan (Sisson et al., 2013). Using an average household size of 5.3 in sub-Saharan
Africa (Bongaarts, 2001), the functional unit is defined as 46,428 liters. The quantities of each
technology needed to treat 46,428 liters of water in the assessment will be considered.
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2.4 Technology Effectiveness
All four of the water treatment technologies are used in practice today. Each has been
shown to effectively treat drinking water (Bielefeldt et al., 2009; Garrett et al., 2008; Stauber et
al., 2006; World Health Organization, 2011) and can be a stand-alone treatment. This study
focuses on the environmental impacts of each technology and not the effectiveness of the
technologies themselves. Therefore, it is assumed that the effectiveness of each technology is
equal and there will be no comparison or normalization of treatment effectiveness.
3. Water Treatment Technologies, Life Cycle Inventory and Impact Assessment
The following section discuses each of the four technologies. Additional information can
be found in Supplementary Materials.
3.1 Boiling
Boiling water is one of the most universal forms of water treatment. Figure 4-2 in
supplementary materials outlines the system boundaries and processes for boiling water. Sobsey
et al. (M. D Sobsey & World Health Organization. Water, 2002) found that 1 kilogram of wood
is needed to boil 1 liter of water. In order to treat the functional unit of 46,428 liters of water,
46,428 kg of wood is needed.
3.2 Ceramic Water Filters
Ceramic water filters can be produced locally in regions worldwide. The lifespan of
ceramic water filters varies based on several different factors, such as breakage or reduced
filtration. However, two years is typically used as the average (Rayner, 2009). Factories are
designed to operate using as many local materials as possible, leading to some factories using
different input materials than others. To account for that, this LCA uses information from
Lantagne’s Investigation of the Potters for Peace Colloidal Silver Impregnated Ceramic Filter
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Report 1 and 2 (D.S. Lantagne, 2001; Daniele Lantagne & Environmental, 2001). Ceramic water
filters require colloidal silver to be painted on the outside. However, the amount of colloidal
silver required is very minor compared to the other materials such as clay, water, and sawdust.
More importantly, Laboratories Argenol is the primary provider of colloidal silver and is located
in Spain. Because the production process will fully take place outside of South Africa,
manufacturing of colloidal silver is excluded from this study. Six ceramic filters will be needed
for the 12-year study.
3.3 BioSand Filters
BioSand filters are an easy-to-use technology that utilizes sand and gravity to treat water.
Filters are made from a concrete shell, filled with different coarse sands and gravity filters the
water through the system. Materials needed for the BioSand filters include a metal mold, a metal
diffuser plate, Portland cement, river sand, gravel, water and a PVC pipe. Sand and gravel are
locally available materials that will need to be transported from their extraction site to the
hypothetical factory in Thohoyandou. This study duration is based on the lifespan of the BioSand
filter, so only one filter will be needed to treat the functional unit of water.
3.4 Chlorination
Chlorination is often one of the last steps in a water treatment facility, but it can also be
used as a stand-alone point of use water treatment. Sodium hypochlorite is one of the most
commonly used chemicals for treatment and can be made in developing countries (Arnold &
Colford, 2007). The dosing of sodium hypochlorite to water depends on both the concentration
of the solution and the cap volume of available containers. The goal is to use readily available
containers. The standard packaging of Population Services International uses a 150 mL bottle
with a 3mL cap (D. Lantagne et al., 2011) and packaging for Waterguard and Sur’Eau are 250
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mL bottles. Additionally, the WHO recommends a chlorine residual of 0.2-0.5 mg/L 30 minutes
after treatment (World Health Organization, 2004), which may require alteration to the
concentration or dosage for specific locations (Daniele S. Lantagne, 2008). Each 250 mL bottle
of sodium hypochlorite can treat 1,000 liters of water. Therefore, each household will need 47
bottles for the 12-year span.
4. Economic Cost
Boiling water is widely used and close to “free” to the consumer because boiling a pot of
water prior to, or while cooking does not increase cost substantially. Although the fuel for a fire
would be used anyways, a lot of time is spent collecting the firewood and cannot be spent on
something else. One study at two sites in Sub-Saharan Africa found that women and girls in
Lake Malawi spent a daily average of 63 minutes collecting firewood, and in Simanjiro Maasai
women spent 10 minutes collecting firewood while girls spent 30 minutes (Biran et al., 2004). A
study conducted by Makhado et al. (Makhado et al., 2009) found that villagers sell fuelwood at
market for 10R (0.53 USD) per 10 kilograms. Using the conversion of 1 kilogram per 1-liter
water, there would be a 1R (0.053 USD) per liter cost and 2,451 USD in total for the 12 years.
However, fuelwood is also collected by hand from trees and not purchased from the market. This
study used calculations based on all the required fuelwood being purchased from market.
Chlorination, ceramic filters and BioSand filters are often partially covered by NGOs. A
bottle of sodium hypochlorite can treat 1,000 liters of water and costs 0.50 USD (CDC, 2013).
The cost of sodium hypochlorite would be 0.00052 USD per liter. The cost of ceramic filters
range from 7.50 to 35 USD, with an average of 15.71 USD (Potters for Peace, 2011). The prices
can vary based on the factory the filter was made and the material of the receptacle. Some
receptacles are plastic, which results in a cheaper filter, others are made from ceramic, and some
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are decorated. The unit price of CWF would range from 0.00096 USD to 0.0045 USD per liter,
depending on the style purchased. BioSand filters produced and installed by The Water Project
cost 70 USD, resulting in a 0.0015 USD per liter cost.
5. Results
The data for each individual process was obtained from EcoInvent (Wernet et al., 2016)
and the total contributions to energy use, global warming potential, particulate matter, water use,
smog and land use were calculated. Global warming potential was calculated from the emissions
of carbon dioxide, methane and dinitrogen monoxide, in terms of carbon dioxide equivalents.
This calculation for carbon dioxide equivalents applied a factor of 1 to carbon dioxide emissions,
28 to methane and 265 to dinitrogen monoxide (IPCC, 2014). Particulate matter is the sum of
particulate matter with diameters less than 10 micrometers. Table 4-1 shows the results of each
category and Figure 4-1 visualizes the impact of each technology, one panel for each of the six
categories. Boiling water has the greatest impact on smog, land use, global warming potential
and energy use. Chlorination has the most impact on particulate matter and water use.
In terms of the cost comparison, Life Cycle Assessments do not always take the direct
cost of each technology into consideration. This study looked at the environmental comparisons
of each technology, but cost is one of the most limiting factors in the study area. Rows 8-12 of
Table 4-1 includes the cost of one unit of treatment technology, the cost for 12 years of
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treatment, and a unit cost of water treated.

Figure 4-1: Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) results for six different impact categories, measured in
unit equivalents. Boiling water had the most impact on global warming potential, smog formation, land
use and energy use. Chlorination had the most impact on particulate matter and water use.
Table 4-8: Results of the Life Cycle Impact Assessment using data from EcoInvent. The impact values
for each technology are shown across a range of indicators, measured in unit equivalents.

Indicator
Energy Usage (MJ)
GWP (kg CO2 eq)
PM10 (g)
Smog (g NOx eq)
Water Use (m3)
Land Use (m2*year)
Unit

Boiling
1025820
11776
554
13202
1
3092
10 kg wood

BioSand
10
1691
11
47
7
5
1 filter

Unit Cost (USD)

0.53

70

Total Cost for 12 years (USD) 2,451

70

Cost per liter of water (USD)

0.0015

0.053
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CWF
533
101
152
39
16
2
1 filter
7.5-35 (mean
15.71)
45-210 (mean
94)
0.00096-0.0045

Chlorination
5
181
744
14
72
0
1 250 mL bottle
0.50
23.50
0.00052

6. Discussion
Boiling water had the most impact on four of the six categories: energy use, global
warming potential, smog formation and land use. Chlorine had the most impact on particulate
matter and water use, but had the least impact on energy use, smog, and land use. The low
impact in three of the categories was enough to offset the high impact of two categories and
make it one of the better options. Ceramic water filters had the least impact on global warming
potential and was second to lowest in three other categories. Consistent low impacts across
categories is what drove the overall impact of ceramic filters to tie with chlorination as the better
treatment options. BioSand filters contributed least to particulate matter. Since water is boiled
on fires directly in the home with few precautions made to prevent any potential health concerns
from smoke inhalation, the health impact of boiling is even greater than the other technologies.
The one-time production of ceramic water filters, BioSand filters and sodium hypochlorite have
less impact on the magnitude of greenhouse gas emissions when compared to the daily burning
of wood to boil water.
Boiling water had the highest energy usage. The driving factor was the energy required
from the wood to heat the water. Munalula et al. (Munalula & Meincken, 2009) found the
average calorific value of the most common wood in South Africa to be 18.86 MJ/kg. The daily
reliance on fires to treat water requires a lot of fuelwood. Ceramic water filters ranked second for
energy usage, driven by the production of the plastic receptacle. Using different storage
containers could alter this finding. BioSand filters ranked third and chlorination had the lowest
impact on energy usage. Most of the energy usage for BioSand came from the Portland Cement
and PVC pipe production. Chlorination values were driven by the production of sodium
hypochlorite.
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Boiling water had the highest global warming potential. Burning wood releases gases
such as carbon dioxide and methane, which both contribute to ozone depletion and greenhouse
gases (Smith et al., 1993). Again, the daily reliance on boiling water significantly increases the
impacts to global warming potential. BioSand filters had the second highest impact on global
warming potential. The dinitrogen monoxide in the production of Portland cement was the
driving factor in the high global warming potential because it is a potent greenhouse gas. Carbon
dioxide is the contributor to GWP from boiling, and the accumulation of daily boiling over 12
years still exceeds the one-time production of a BioSand filter.
Chlorination releases the highest levels of particulate matter, which was driven by the
production of sodium hypochlorite. The production of the plastic bottles had little impact.
Boiling water had the second most impact for particulate matter.
Boiling water has the highest levels of smog. Since water is boiled on fires directly in the
home with few precautions made to prevent any potential health concerns from smoke
inhalation, their health impact is even greater than the other technologies. BioSand filters were
the second highest contributor to smog, which was driven by the transport of the filters. The
transportation was high compared to other technologies because there were several materials that
would need to be produced in factories and then transported to the hypothetical BioSand filter
factory in Limpopo. BioSand filters are the heaviest technology and can weigh up to 350 pounds
(160 kilograms). The concrete filter body itself weighs 150 pounds (70 kilograms) (Ohorizons,
2017). Each filter is comprised of a cement shell and filled with sand and gravel. The additional
weight of these materials exceeds the weight of the ceramic filters and chlorination, at 90 and 13
kilograms total, respectively.
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Water usage was highest for chlorination, which was driven by the production of sodium
hypochlorite. Ceramic water filters had the second highest impact, followed by the BioSand
filters. Boiling water had the least impact on water use. Because most fuelwood is collected from
natural forests, the water required to grow the trees was not included. Fuelwood from a
plantation could have larger impacts in this category. Similarly, boiling water has the highest
impact on land use because of the reliance on trees. Land use is “the total arrangements,
activities and inputs undertaken in a certain land cover type (a set of human actions)” (Mattila et
al., 2011). Although ceramic water filters also rely on wood for firing the filters, the firing
process only occurs once, and the kiln can hold up to 125 filters per firing. BioSand filters were
second highest, although much below boiling, and was driven by the sand and gravel.
Chlorination had the lowest impact on land use.
For the 12-year functional unit, 6 ceramic filters, 47 bottles of sodium hypochlorite and
46,428 kg of fuelwood would be needed. Combining the impacts for each category, the overall
results show the least impacts for ceramic filters and chlorination, followed by BioSand filters
and then boiling. The functional unit was determined by the 12-year lifespan of BioSand filters,
which made this the only technology where one unit was required. It is interesting to note that
the order of overall environmental impacts is not affected by the lifespan of the technology.
Although only 1 BioSand filter will be needed, it still ranked third as the most environmentally
sustainable technology. CWFs are one of the more sustainable technologies because they rely on
local, readily available materials. The lack of materials required from industry and transportation
to move those materials significantly reduced the impacts of the CWF.
A previous study conducted by Ren et al. (2013) compared the social, environmental
and cost-effectiveness of ceramic water filters and centralized water treatment. For the LCA, Ren
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et al. compared five impact categories: energy use, water use, global warming potential,
particulate matter emissions and smog formation potential. The ceramic water filters showed
better performance than the centralized water treatment in all categories except for smog
formation potential, which was most likely higher for CWF because of burning wood to fire the
filters (Ren et al., 2013). Our results agreed that the ceramic filters are one of the more
environmentally sustainable technologies.
Embodied energy is a similar concept to LCA, but compares the energy consumed by all
processes in the production of a specific good. A study conducted in West Africa compared the
embodied energy of eight different water treatment options: four were point of use technologies
and 4 were source-level technologies (Held et al., 2013). Results showed that boiling water was
more than two orders of magnitude larger embodied energy than all other technologies. Ceramic
filters also had a higher embodied energy because of the energy required to fire the filters.
BioSand filters and household chlorination had a lower embodied energy. Although the
embodied energy of producing the filters was so high, the low reliance on human energy to
operate the filter made a fair tradeoff between the two forms of energy, making the ceramic
filters an ideal technology (Held et al., 2013). Our results confirm energy use of boiling water
much higher than any other technology. Compared to the other three technologies, we found that
ceramic filters have the least impact on the environment. We did not consider the amount of
energy exerted by the user in the water treatment process.
A study conducted by Sobsey et al. (2008) compared five technologies for their ability to
treat quantity of water, water of different qualities, ease of use, cost, and dependence on the
supply chain. BioSand filters received the overall highest score, followed by ceramic filters, free
chlorine disinfection, solar disinfection and combined coagulant-chlorine systems. The reliance
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on the supply chain and lack of ability to treat water of varying qualities drove the lower score
for chlorine (Mark D. Sobsey et al., 2008). Our ranking of environmental impacts for each
technology varied from Sobsey et al.’s. The ability of BioSand filters to treat large quantities of
water, water with varying quality levels and the lack of reliance on the supply chain made
BioSand filters the best option. We did not compare those factors, but based on environmental
impacts alone, BioSand filters ranked only above boiling water. Chlorination was the worst
performer for the Sobsey et al. study, but environmentally one of the top two technologies in our
study. Field studies conducted in rural Guatemala (Luby et al., 2008) confirmed that reliance on
the supply chain can be a negative factor on the adoption of water treatment technologies. An
ideal study would incorporate both the social and environmental factors. Between the different
studies, the order of “best” technology tends to shift based on what the goals of the study were.
In energy related calculations, boiling water and ceramic filters tend to rank as a non-sustainable
technology because of the reliance on burning fuelwood (Held et al., 2013). Chlorination,
although easy to use, has a high dependence on the supply chain and can be limited in its
effectiveness for water of varying qualities (Mark D. Sobsey et al., 2008).
Looking at per unit price, sodium hypochlorite is lowest, then BioSand filters, ceramic
water filters and boiling water is the most expensive. However, BioSand filters and CWF have
high up-front costs for users. Several studies have investigated the importance of having
households purchase their own water treatment technology rather than receive it for free (D.S.
Lantagne, 2001; Luby et al., 2008). The concept is that if families invest the money in the filter,
they are more likely to use and maintain it. Additionally, the CWF and BioSand filters require no
additional cost throughout their lifetime. Once the purchase is made, the user can continue to
receive treated water for 2 years (CWF) or 12 years (BioSand) with some regular maintenance.
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Beyond the four water treatment technologies presented here, there are many other
options available. Solar Disinfection (Amienyo et al., 2013), LifeStraw (Walters, 2008), and
silver impregnated antimicrobial papers, called Folia Filters, (Dankovich & Gray, 2011) are
among other examples. Solar disinfection (SODIS) is a treatment example that could potentially
have very few impacts on the environment. SODIS requires filling a clear plastic bottle with
untreated water and leaving it in the sun for at least six hours (Amienyo et al., 2013; McGuigan
et al., 2012). Plastic bottles are often purchased as packaging for other items and then discarded.
If SODIS were used, the bottles could be refilled and used for treatment prior to discarding the
bottle. No additional energy or materials would be added, only the lifespan of the bottle would be
extended. Other treatments such as the Folia Filters and LifeStraw would be manufactured in a
factory. Therefore, these additional technologies, similar to the BioSand filters, may have many
materials and processes.
One of the limitations of this study is the quality of the data. The data used here was
limited to open-access and free data sources, which caused some limitations on the accuracy. For
example, some of the datasets were based on global averages and not specific to South Africa.
Using secondary data like this is allowable in LCAs when primary data is not available (Klopffer
& Grahl, 2014). Now that the basic flows have been understood, exchanging the existing model
steps could improve the accuracy of the LCA as more site-specific data becomes available.
Future studies could improve by using data more relevant to the study area and include more
technologies.
7. Conclusion
Life cycle assessments can provide useful insight to compare the impacts of choices to
find a truly sustainable option. This study presented a comparison of four water treatment
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technologies for point of use water treatment in rural South Africa based on secondary data and
found that boiling water had the greatest impact on smog, land use, and global warming
potential. Ceramic water filters had the greatest impact on energy use, while chlorination had the
greatest impact on particulate matter and water use. As for cost, boiling water has the lowest upfront cost to the consumer but the highest total cost and cost per unit of water treated. This study
used the assumption that all firewood is purchased from market. Although this may be true for
cities, rural communities often collect firewood by hand and do not pay. BioSand filters have a
long lifetime, which makes the per liter of water treated cost low, but the up-front cost of 70
USD per filter could prevent access for some families. From the six impact categories studied
here, ceramic water filters and chlorination are the most sustainable options. The long lifespan of
BioSand filters reduces the accumulated impacts from repeated purchases of the technology. For
ceramic filters, the reliance on simple, local materials reduces impacts from industry and
transportation. A life cycle assessment could be beneficial in determining which technology to
target when outside resources aid in improving drinking water technologies in developing areas.
Installing the same systems as developed areas, such as centralized water treatment and
distribution, may not be feasible for many developing areas. Choosing truly sustainable options
for the community to reduce impacts on the environment could prevent future environmental
implications.
Supplementary Materials
When necessary, specific business or supplier information was chosen to model the
transportation effects of required materials. Each technology is listed below with any specific
supply information that was used.
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Exclusions
Production and disposal of the manufacturing infrastructure will not be considered. This
includes the factories, machines, product molds and means of transportation. It is typical in LCA
to exclude the means of transportation, in this case a truck, and only include the fuel required to
operate the machine (Klopffer & Grahl, 2014). This LCA was conducted from the view of the
end user, meaning if one of these technologies were implemented, what would they have to go
out and purchase instead of using what they already have. For example, a pot was excluded from
the boiling water technology because households likely already have a pot they use for cooking.
A bucket or other object is required to obtain the water from the source and carry it to the home
and because this step is required with all technologies proposed, it will be excluded from the
analysis.
Boiling
The only input for boiling water is the fuel source of wood and transportation of the wood
to the home. The collected water is put in a pot over a heat source, typically a fire, and boiled for
a specified time duration. The World Health Organization compiled a list of bacteria, viruses and
protozoa and the thermal inactivation time of each. The longest inactivation time across all
pathogens was 180 seconds (WHO, 2015). Therefore, a boiling time of 3 minutes is used in this
LCA. Although a pot is required to boil water, it is assumed that households would have a pot for
cooking and a pot will not be included in this LCA. The stove will also be excluded for the same
reasoning.
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Figure S4-1: Processes used for boiling water. The boil time is 3 minutes. Most households use a wood
stove in the kitchen as their cooking source.

Ceramic Water Filters
The creation of a filter factory in a region would produce new jobs and create an income
for that region. This LCA is focused on the technology itself, thereby excluding the social
impacts of constructing a new filter factory. However, there are over 35 filter factories
worldwide (Rayner, 2009) that are operated by NGOs such as Potters for Peace, PureMadi and
FilterPur. PureMadi developed a factory in the Limpopo Province of South Africa at the
Mokondini Women’s Pottery Cooperative.
CWFs have two main components: the ceramic filter and a plastic bucket. The ceramic
filter is made by mixing the dry clay and sawdust in a mixer. A drum mixer is recommended to
achieve well-mixed materials but will require the input of electricity. Water is added to the dry
mixture and the drum mixer is used again. The filters are press molded using a 10-ton hydraulic
jack. Filters are given time to air dry and then fired at 887 degrees Celsius in a brick kiln. Potters
for Peace factories use a Mani Kiln that is fired with wood and holds 70 filters at a time
(Wagoner, 2012). The filters are allowed to cool before being soaked in a tank for 24 hours prior
to being flowrate tested to ensure rates between 1 and 2.5 liters per hour. Soaking tanks can hold
30 to 50 filters. The tank itself is considered part of the factory and will not be included in the
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materials in the LCA. However, the water required for soaking will be considered. After flow
rate testing and air drying, filters are painted with 2 mL of 3.2 percent colloidal silver in 250 mL
of filtered water. Filters are then dried and sold. Figure 4-3 in supplementary materials outlines
the processes of producing a ceramic water filter. To meet the functional unit of water, 6 CWFs
will be needed for this study. Because there are so many ways to produce CWFs, the aim of this
study was to explicitly state assumptions made for the one chosen method. Including different
production methods or input materials could change the outcomes.
CWFs sit in a receptacle with a spigot attached. The receptacle can be made from plastic
or ceramic. NGOs often purchase the plastic receptacles because they are less likely to break and
are cheaper than the ceramic versions (D.S. Lantagne, 2001). The five-gallon plastic receptacles
and lids are typically purchased from China (Lantagne, 2001), but calculations for this LCA uses
plastic receptacles made within South Africa. The colloidal silver is responsible for bacteria
inactivation and is often sourced from Labratories Argenol in Spain. Filters are packed in
cardboard boxes for transportation. Boxes can be reused and therefore are not included in the
LCA. People sometimes stop using the filters to filter water, especially if flowrate has decreased,
but instead use it to store household items (Potters for Peace, 2008). The change in use of the
filters will not have any environmental impacts. As part of this initial assessment, the plastic
components of the bucket, such as spigot, washers and nut, have been excluded from the study. It
is assumed that they would be manufactured at the same plant as the bucket, so additional
transportation effects would be minimal.
The clay, sawdust and water for the ceramic mix are measured by weight. The total
weight of a filter is 7.5 to 8 kilograms, depending on the factory where it is produced (Potters for
Peace, 2011). The basic mix ratios are 30% water to 70% dry mix, which gives 2.4 kilograms
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water and 5.6 kilograms dry mix. The dry mix is typically a ratio of 5:1 clay to sawdust (Potters
for Peace, 2011). This would result in each filter being about 2.4 kg water, 1.12 kg sawdust and
4.48 kg clay. The Medupi Power Station provides electricity for Limpopo Province and is run on
coal. South Africa energy is typically a mix of 88.6% coal, 6.7% nuclear, 0.7% hydropower,
1.3% pump storage, and 2.7% imports (Friedrich et al., 2009). Some factories may use a manual
mixer, but as a worst-case scenario, this study will model as if the mixer is run on electricity.
Mortar mixers with blades are recommended by Potters for Peace for the mixing process,
rotating at 40-50 revolutions per minute (Potters for Peace, 2011). One factory used a 7.5
horsepower motor for mixing, which is 20.13 MJ/hour. Mixing is done in two steps: dry
materials are mixed for 5 to 20 minutes per day; after water is added, it is mixed for 5 to 30
minutes. Again, the maximum of the range of 20 and 30 minutes, which results in 6.71 and
10.07MJ of electricity for dry and wet mixing was used. A hydraulic jack is used to press the
filter, which requires no electricity. Flowrate testing is carried out to ensure that the filters will
meet the required removal rates. Potters for Peace (2011) states that for a facility that produces
50 filters per day, 100L of water would be used in production and 500L of water would be used
in flowrate testing. As an estimate, 10L per filter will be used to model flowrate testing. It takes
about 600 kg of wood to fire 125 filters in Colombia (Potters for Peace, 2011). Using equal
dispersion, 4.5 kg of wood per filter will be used as the input.
Arleco Mining is a producer of attapulgite clay, located in Mokopane, Limpopo Province
(Modiselle, 2009). Because of its proximity to our study area and given that CWF factories try to
use local materials, Arleco Mining was modeled as the clay supplier. The distance from the site
to the filter factory is 256 km. Diggersrest Timber Company is one of the closest sawmills (167
km) to Thohoyandou and will be modeled as the sawdust supplier. The plastic bucket used to
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hold the ceramic filter and collect the treated water is modeled as the IN4100 from Shawson
Plastics. Shawson Plastics is located in Randburg, South Africa, 509 kilometers from
Thohoyandou. The IN4100 is made of 2.66 kilograms polypropylene and produced using high
pressure injection molding. It will be assumed that no plastic is lost in the production process. It
will be assumed that the polypropylene granules are produced by Petroleum-e and shipped the
322 kilometers to Randburg.
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Figure S4-2: Processes followed for production of a ceramic water filter. The ceramic filter and plastic
bucket are produced separately and then assembled into one filter at the ceramic filter factory prior to
shipment to households.

BioSand Filters
A diffusion plate sits above the sand layer to prevent any disruption in the biofilm, and a
PVC pipe pushes water up from the bottom of the filter and out the end into a collection basin.
BioSand filters have five separate zones: inlet reservoir zone, standing water zone, biological
zone, non-biological zone, and gravel zone. The reservoir zone is where water is poured into the
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filter and above the diffuser. The diffuser plate slows the transition of water through to the
standing water zone, above the biofilm layer. The biological zone is the top five to ten
centimeters of the sand surface. The narrow pores in the filtration sand traps pathogens,
suspended particles and other contaminants but still allows the water to pass through. The water
continues to flow from the biological zone to the non-biological zone where the lack of nutrients
and oxygen is unsuitable for microorganisms. The final layer is the gravel zone that is used to
hold the sand in place and prevent it from clogging the outlet tube. Once reaching the bottom of
the filter, the hydraulic head is enough to push the water up the outlet tube (Centre for
Affordable Water and Sanitation Technology). Figure 4-4 shows the system boundaries and
processes for BioSand filters.
SA Pipe & Plastics manufactures PVC pipe and is located in Duncaville, which is 570
kilometers from Thohoyandou and will be modeled as the PVC supplier. Mamba Cement will be
used as the cement supplier. They are located in Thabazimbi, which is 465 kilometers from
Thohoyandou. Pavement Materials Group will be modeled as the provider for gravel and sand,
located 487 kilometers from Thohoyandou. The diffuser plate is made from galvanized steel and
is 290 mm in diameter. The steel will be modeled from WMC Sheet Metal Works, located in
Tzaneen, 160 kilometers from Thohoyandou. The metal mold is neglected in the LCA because it
can be used to produce many filters and can be considered part of the factory.
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Figure S4-3: Processes followed for production of a BioSand filter. The PVC pipe and metal diffuser
pipes are produced at separate facilities and then shipped to the BioSand factory.

Chlorination
The process of chlorination requires adding a cap of sodium hypochlorite to a 20L
container of water, mixing/shaking the container and letting it sit for 30 minutes (CDC, 2013).
The sodium hypochlorite solution used in Safe Water Systems is a diluted version of household
bleach that contains 0.5-2.0% sodium hypochlorite (Daniele S. Lantagne & Gallo, 2008).
People typically treat their water directly in the container they obtained and carried the
water in because it is usually about 20L. As previously stated, the collection can for water is the
same across all technologies, so it is not included in the analysis. Figure 4-5 shows the system
boundaries for using sodium hypochlorite for point of use chlorination. Chlorination will also be
long-acting, meaning if the water is stored in a clean, closed container, it will stay that way for
many hours to weeks (M. D. Sobsey, 1989).
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It will be assumed that 15 grams of PET granules are needed for a 250 mL bottle
(GreenDelta GmbH, 2019; Winter, 2014) For this study, Petroleum-e, located in Bendor,
Polokwane, will be modeled as the raw plastic supplier. It will be assumed they produce the PET
and HDPE granules from petroleum and then ship them to the bottle manufacturer. Tully’s
plastics located in Pretoria will be modeled as the bottle and manufacturer. There are 265
kilometers between Petroleum-e and Tully’s. Once the bottles are produced, they will be sent to
NCP Chlorchem to be filled with sodium hypochlorite. The distance between Tully’s and NCP is
58 kilometers. Once filled, the bottles will be shipped to Thohoyandou, 499 kilometers away.
Each transportation step is slightly different because of the weight of the materials and the
distance traveled.
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Figure S4-4: Processes followed for production of a bottle of sodium hypochlorite. The plastic bottle is
produced at a separate facility and shipped to the sodium hypochlorite production facility. The filled
bottles are shipped from the sodium hypochlorite producer to Thohoyandou for distribution.
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusions
The main objective of this research was to develop and use decision support tools in two
different contexts. Developed and developing nations have vastly different needs. In developed
nations, people rely on consistent access to electricity, which is considered a luxury in
developing nations where people still lack access to safe drinking water. This research looked at
developing methods to help prepare utility emergency managers for damage following extreme
storms and for choosing sustainable point of use water treatment technologies for rural,
undeveloped areas. In both cases, climate change is expected to increase the damage of extreme
storms and scarcity of drinking water sources.
First, an Agent Based Model (ABM) was developed for the electricity utility in
Connecticut. The ABM was a novel approach to estimating the time to restoration following
storm events. ABMs allow the user to study individual behavior. In this case, the behavior of
crews was modeled to determine how different variables could impact the estimated time to
restoration (ETR). The ABM allows for varying the number of outages, the time to repair
individual outages, the location of outages, the number of crews working, the speed crews travel,
and the search strategy crews use to determine the next outage to work on. The search strategy of
crews is what sets the ABM apart from previous work. The strategy used changes the restoration
curve, which shows the user how many outages or how many customers are remaining without
power. The ABM also allows emergency managers to test the number of mutual assistance crews
and their time to arrival. This feature could help emergency managers justify their decisions to
call in crews that would need to travel long distance prior to providing aid, which is the case in
extreme storms.
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The developed ABM was then used to test the effects that a changing climate could have
on the restoration time of extreme storms. Previous work used an Outage Prediction Model
(OPM) to determine the number of outages caused by Hurricane Sandy in a future climate based
on IPCC AR4 scenarios, referred to here as Sandy2112. Historic Hurricane Sandy impacted the
east coast in 2012 and caused significant damage to multiple utilities. Hurricane Sandy is a wellstudied storm with a lot of available data, making it an ideal case study for the ABM. The
predictions from the OPM, along with the historic crew data, were used as input for the ABM. In
total, there were 30 scenarios of the Sandy2112. The ABM was run for each scenario and an
ETR was determined. In all cases, the ETR increased from historic Hurricane Sandy to
Sandy2112. Utility companies are tasked with repairing damage in a timely manner. Because the
ETR was increased in all Sandy2112 scenarios, a method was proposed to increase the crew
counts for each of the 30 Sandy2112 scenarios. The increased crew counts were able to reduce
the ETR to values not significantly different than the historic ETR. These results show that the
ABM can be useful in giving emergency managers a model to test the resources they would
need, especially when faced with new restoration problems. The developed ABM can be coupled
with the OPM. The ABM can prepare emergency managers for a changing climate and prepare
them for new restoration dilemmas.
In developing areas, the changing climate can provide even more challenge in rural areas
having access to safe drinking water. Many rural populations have limited access to safe drinking
water, mostly collected directly from the source and carried to the home. However, there are
many point of use water treatment options available, but the difficulty can be in determining
which technology is best suited for a specific location. Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) compare
the environmental impacts of different products or systems. In this case, an LCA was used to
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compare four different point of use technologies: boiling, ceramic water filters, BioSand filters
and chlorination using sodium hypochlorite. The LCA was conducted for a rural community in
South Africa to compare the energy use, global warming potential, particulate matter, smog
formation, water use and land use of the for different technologies. Results show that boiling
water contributed highly to energy use, global warming potential, smog, particulate matter and
land use. Ceramic water filters and chlorination were the two best performing treatment options.
Chlorination performed best for energy use, smog and land use. Ceramic water filters performed
best for global warming potential. The cost of chlorination was the lowest, followed by ceramic
water filters. Boiling water was the most expensive technology and requires the most time since
many people spend time collecting firewood daily.
Although these two applications of decision support tools are for very different locations,
both provide insights to aid in decisions impacted by climate change. The ABM can provide
emergency managers information when the damage exceeds their past experience. The LCA can
provide insight to rural communities trying to implement change without causing further
implications for their future generations. As climate change continues to alter patterns and create
new hardships, decision support tools can justify decisions and provide answers.
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